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CHAPTER I
„In the end, we will conserve only what we love. We will love only what we understand. We will
understand only what we are taught” (Baba Dioum)
“In the end, we will conserve only what we love. We will love
only what we understand. We will understand only what we are
taught” (Baba Dioum)
What is InterTrails?
In autumn 2011, the environmental NGO Mare Nostrum and
other organisations in countries bordering the Black Sea began
implementing the project “Interpretative Trails on the Ground:
Support to the Management of Natural Protected Areas in the
Black Sea Region”, or InterTrails for short. The partner organisations are Black Sea NGO Network (Bulgaria), Black Sea (Odessa)
Branch of the Ukrainian Environmental Academy of Science
(Ukraine), Community Foundation Sustainable Development of
Cahul (Moldova) and the Black Sea Eco Academy in Georgia.
The project, which lasts for two years and whose total cost
amounts to 396 912.00 EUR, is funded by the European Union through the Joint Operational Programme “Black Sea Basin
2007-2013”. The project slogan is “Nature without borders”, and further details about the project are available at
www.trails.bsnn.org.
The project includes the creation of interpretive trails in protected areas around the Black Sea. The trail names are meant
to provide visitors with a personal meaning of nature, and the
trails themselves cover protected areas with specific landmarks
described for the tourists’ benefit. Each trail addresses 20 items
which are described in detail in this guide.
Tour operators in the Black Sea region, particularly those
in coastal areas, are thus in a better position to meet increasing
demand for nature-themed holidays. At the moment, these attractions are not a significant presence on the market. When it comes
to the sustainable use of natural resources, it would appear that
both private tour operators and national environmental agencies
share the common objective of enabling people to enjoy nature
while protecting the environment against all forms of damage.
However, striking a balance between enjoying and protecting nature still remains a challenge.
Another project goal is to attempt to establish an international structure capable of interpreting aspects of biodiversity,
geodiversity and culture, ultimately leading to the creation of a
network of interpretive trails around the Black Sea. This would
give all tourists access to the Black Seat trek network.
Information and interpretation
Information is providing facts, while interpretation gives
a story. All interpretation includes information and is based on
sound knowledge of factual information. Good interpretation
however takes facts and puts them into context, explains and expands their meaning, and weaves them into stories. For example:
Information:
As many other toponyms, the origin of the name of the Black

Sea is difficult to trace. Its modern version in writing dates from
the 13th century but there are indications it may be much older.
Strabo’s Geography reports that in antiquity, the Black Sea was
often simply called “the Sea” (Pontos). For the most part, Graeco-Roman tradition refers to the Black Sea as the “Hospitable
Sea”, Pontos Euxeinos. This is a euphemism replacing an earlier “Inhospitable sea,” Pontos Axeinos, first attested in Pindar
(early fifth century B.C.). It is also possible that the name Axeinos
arose by popular etymology from the ancient Persian word axšaina - “dark”, “black” referring to colour symbolism of the cardinal
points of the world; the designation “Black Sea” may thus date
from Antiquity.
Interpretation:
One of the little known facts about the Black Sea is how it
came to be called ‘black’. The earliest mention of this name used
nowadays by all nations living along its coasts was in a 13th century manuscript but there are indications it may be much older.
The ancient Greeks several centuries B.C. used to call it Pontos
Axeinos “Inhospitable Sea” probably because of difficult navigation and hostile inhabitants on its shores. Later with the progress
of colonization and trade that harsh sounding name was changed
to Pontos Euxeinos, “Hospitable Sea”. But it is also possible that
the name Axeinos arose from the ancient Persian word axšaina
meaning “dark” or “black”. The cardinal points of the world in ancient times used to have colour symbols so black used to signify
north. Therefore the name Black Sea may date back to antiquity.
What is interpretation?
Interpretation consists of various methods and procedures
for attracting as many tourists as possible to an area deemed
of particular interest and attractiveness. Interpretation need not
apply to nature only; it can also be used to refer to:
•
A building;
•
A particular rural area;
•
Some aspect of cultural life, such as various holidays
or traditions of a given area;
•
A city;
•
An industry;
•
An exhibition of valuables;
•
A historical age, or
•
Any other activities worth promoting.
According to the dictionary definition, interpretation is an
account that gives a personal significance, or a commentary; the
creative act of rendering by adequate means the content of a
dramatic, choreographic or musical piece of work, or of a film
script; in colloquial terms, to interpret is to explain the meaning of
something, or simply to tell a story.
The definitions of interpretation vary widely, but they all focus on the core meaning of sharing with others something that
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holds personal significance. It is important that people should
be able to experience what you interpret. Good interpretation
requires love for the place being interpreted, and an uncommon
degree of willingness to share.
This method reveals a little of our understanding and stewardship of our riches; it is comprehensive enough to include
songs, legends, the industries that give rise to a city, evidence
of civilisation. Whatever its nature, heritage can be preserved by
anyone who believes in its importance and is able to share with
others an appreciation of its importance. Freeman Tilden, one
of the best-known American interpreters of all times, said that
interpretation is not only what people say about a particular place;
its aim is to persuade people of the value of that place and to
encourage them to preserve it for the future.
This is the idea that we need to stress in developing an
interpretive trail in a protected natural area. The visitors should
enjoy a new and unique experience which is not only informative, but also fascinating and likely to leave a lasting impression.
The information provided along a trail should not be dull; rather,
more unusual or sensational items should be selected, as they
are more likely to be remembered by tourists and further shared with other target groups. Information means just facts and
figures, whereas interpretation can stimulate ideas and open up
new perspectives.
Before developing the trail, we need to keep in mind that
the end result should be a new and enriching experience for the
visitors, providing them with information that is both valuable and
easy to convey.
There is no hard and fast rule for designing successful theme trails in natural areas, but each trail should ideally have a
distinct theme in order to ensure good interpretation, because
this makes it easier to convey the message.
Interpretation is an educational method meant to cater for
the tourists’ curiosity and interest in novelty, to give new meaning
to nature, to inspire and educate people, to give them an opportunity to spend quality time with their families, and to entice them
to visit again.
What are the benefits from
interpretation for visitors?
Why spend your precious leisure time reading panels or on
a guided walk to spot spur-thighed tortoise, for instance?
Visitors participate in interpretive activities for lots of reasons. Learning more about a place and its features can be stimulating and
interesting and help make you feel good. It can:
- satisfy curiosity and thirst for knowledge
- add depth to the experience of places
- entertain
- provide insight and add meaning
- heighten sensory awareness
- inspire
- make the unfamiliar familiar
- be an opportunity to meet and talk with experts
- help you meet other people who share your interests
- be a good activity on holiday or school trips
- make you want to return to the site again
Interpretation also provides deeper less tangible benefits
to individuals and to society. The underlying human desire for
meaning and connections to communities and places underpins
interpretation work. Identifying with unique places and culture
helps people develop a personal and collective sense of being
and value. Also, this is based on some important principles.
A trail should be enjoyable and agreeable and sho-
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uld have an impact on people. To hold people’s attention, any
form of communication has to entertain to some degree. One of
the following approaches can make the tour more pleasant for
visitors.
Provide means of interaction by maintaining people actively involved in the tour to make it more fun for them and you.
Engage as many of their senses as possible. Ask questions or
organize group discussions to make people form their own opinions and share them. Demonstrations and activities also stimulate
people to interact with the environment and each other.
Vary your style by changing the tone and volume of your
voice can dramatically increase the effect of your words on the
listeners. Silence, used at the right moment, can be very powerful
too. It may help you emphasize the importance of something you
just stated or help build suspense.
Embrace the unexpected if something unplanned
occurs, like a sudden storm, make use of the opportunity it provides and talk about it. For example, how local people using traditional clothing dealt with such conditions. If a small lizard passes
by while you are talking about something different, don’t be afraid
to change your focus to it. Try to catch the opportunities that nature provides sometimes.
A trail should be relevant and well organised; impact
should be achieved by presenting items which are less familiar
to the public. If visitors can relate to what they see this may help
them establish a personal connection to the place. When visitors
can establish a link between new information and something they
already know or have experienced, then it is more easily understood and may leave a lasting impression.
Use comparisons because can highlight differences
and similarities. This allows people to form connections to new
places, animals, plants, landforms and local traditions by seeing
them in relation to what they know.
Know your audience, find out where visitors come from,
learn their names, if possible and find out their level of knowledge
on your topic. If someone is already very well informed you can
try to include them and encourage them to share their knowledge
with the group.
Avoid technical terms, scientific language and complex
terms which do not bring a clear message to an audience without
previous knowledge on the topic. Use analogies and comparisons to explain things your audience is not familiar with.
The information should be well structured, so will be easier to assimilate.
If you have the objectives preset, that you are trying to
achieve, then it is easier to reach the end. Think about why you
are running this tour and what you would like your audience to
learn and experience during the tour. This will help you formulate
objectives and will provide the framework and themes to build
your task or tours around.
Plan the structure of the tour. A helpful approach is to follow
the structure of a story with a beginning, middle part and end.
This can be put to a draft or outline of the main facts. Make sure
you have researched your topic well and can include stories about places and people that give liveliness to the story without too
many terms, dates and figures. Check that your ideas and topics
form an interrupted storyline. Then they will make sense to the
audience too.
Another feature of the method is to establish a theme. People may quickly forget facts and figures but they will remember
elements of a presentation based on a theme. A theme is the
main message of the story you are telling. Themes provoke visitors to think and wonder, and these are first steps to changes in

attitudes and behavior.
The theme contains the message you would like people to
go away with and provides the thread for linking the presented
information in a meaningful way. A theme is usually expressed in
a sentence and has an element of action. To create themes for
your topics, ask yourself, “So what?” about your topic.
For instance:
Topic: Secular oaks
Theme: Secular oaks are home for many creatures and are
vital for a stable forest ecosystem.
Learning styles
People process information and learn in different ways.
Probably the most popular approach is to rely on visual information. This includes text, graphics, art, maps, sculpture or
video. Another common way of acquiring knowledge is through
sounds, speech, music and songs. Action, movement and
touch enrich the senses and may leave a lasting impression on
visitors. Finally, the establishment of emotional connections
can change attitudes and enrich the experience of visiting a place.
Our own learning preferences influence the way we present
information and interpret facts. We often communicate information the way we like to receive it. To reach a diverse audience use
different interpretation approaches based on a variety of learning
styles. Learning continues long after the visit. That’s why a story
about the place should intensify a visitor’s experience and trigger
reaction and participation
What is personal interpretation?
Personal interpretation includes a number of personal techniques meaning that you can make a brief introduction, and
then allow visitors to make their own way through a site. This is
an effective way to make contact with a large group for a short
time.
Guiding provides an opportunity to visit remote or less
accessible places, see wildlife, or view landscapes in a different
light. Tours can be easily tailored to different audiences with general or special interests.
Talks or presentations can be delivered at a scheduled
time and place or can take place informally, such as a talk at an
entry point to a site or at remarkable points of interest.
Then can be organized open days and events. This
can be a cost-effective way to reach bigger audiences. Good
planning and promotion is essential to attract people. Good planning is essential in attracting people. Also can be made various

seasonal programs tailored for different audiences. Interpretation
may consist of short walks, river trips. Activities can be effective
and memorable for those involved, when taking into account their
interests, foundations and learning how.
Every visitor’s centre, museum or a protected area office
is full of potential props. Props explain things, gain attention
and engage a group. People respond to familiar objects used
in innovative ways.
Involve different senses with props – smell, noise and touch.
Pass around a sample of a smelly leaf or twig, feel the touch
of a local bird feather. Use a whistle to imitate an animal’s call.
Try using historic artefacts as they were originally. Lifting
or using a tool for a minute can give an insight into people’s life
in times past.
Props can also be distracting and you can lose visitors’ attention when it is their turn to have a go. When passing a prop
around, stay on the topic until visitors have finished with it then
put it away.
Possible props:
- skins
- skeletons
- pressed plants
- rocks
- artifacts
- tools
- replicas
- costumes
- equipment
- traps
- laminated photos and sketches
- models and replicas
- books
- music
- instruments
Tour operators, volunteers, museums, educational institutions play an important role in disseminating the method of interpretation among visitors. Responsibility for visitors to become informed is shared by interpreters, tour operators, and by all those
who choose to visit protected areas.
Volunteer work and school education is integral to the
long-term conservation and it can bring important benefits. The
volunteer, community and schools education programme provide information about opportunities for involvement and a public
events calendar. They also incorporate policies, standards and
procedures to direct, guide and support interpretation.
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CHAPTER II
Canaraua Fetii
“Canaraua Fetii” (literally, the Maid’s Gorge) is a 172.1-hectare reserve located in southern Dobruja. This protected area
of local interest was established in 1970 with the initial goal of
protecting the habitat of the following species: the white scavenger vulture - Neophron percnopterus, the spur-thighed
tortoise - Testudo graeca ibera, and the Eastern festoon
butterfly – Zerynthia cerisyi.
The reserve covers either side of the
Canaraua Fetii valley, a steep, canyonlike gorge. Since 2007 it has been part
of the Nature 2000 site “Canaraua FetiiIortmac Valley and Woodland”, a 14473-hectare area encompassing several spots of high
biodiversity and a wide range of habitats, including
not only woodland but also pastures, marshland and lakes.
Canaraua Fetii is a rocky canyon approximately 20 km in
length, with one end near the Iortmac lake, close to Băneasa,
and the other end across the border in Bulgaria, where it
is known as Suha Reka (“Dry River”).
Trail name: “The oak – the
silent witness of the woods”
Access: to the north of the reserve,
via the national road DN3 Constanţa – Ostrov,
between Băneasa and Lipniţa, then by the service
road to the Canaraua Fetii stone quarry and then walking along
the Canaraua Fetii valley.
Distance/time: 3 km - 2 hours;
Target audience: children, students, undergraduates,
adults;
Best time to visit: April to October
Required gear: casual clothes, knee-high boots (only
if it rains).
Symbol: an oak leaf.
“The oak – the silent witness of the woods”
tells the story of a fascinating woodland as seen by a pedunculate oak (Quercus pedunculiflora) that has reached the
venerable age of 100 years.
In the heart of an extensive wood in Dobruja, the Ancient
Oak (Quercus sp.) reigns supreme. A long time ago, when
the Oak was still young, with straight branches and smooth bark,
it received a gift from the daughters of the Year: it turns green
in spring, it provides shade in the summer, is turns copper in
autumn and gives warmth in winter.
Happy with its precious gift, the selfless Oak has his friends
come over in every season and helps them as best he can: the
birds nestle in his branches, squirrels feed on his acorns, the
insects on the soil live beneath his fallen leaves and he provides
shelter for many a creature.
At a loss for words of praise, the woodland denizens deci-

ded that the Oak would be the new king of the woods, and so it
was. Peace descended on the Woodland Realm, and the Oak
lived happily ever after with his friends the Turkey oak (Quercus cerris), the downy oak (Quercus pubescens), the
pedunculate oak (Quercus pedunculiflora), the silver lime
(Tilia tomentosa) and the maples (Acer sp.). They
were soon joined by the Eastern hornbeam
(Carpinus orientalis), the mahaleb cherry
(Padus mahaleb) and the manna ash
(Fraxinus ornus). Two beautiful peonies, the fernleaf peony (Paeonia tenuifolia) and Paeonia peregrine var.
romanica add to the beauty of the woods.
The oak’s impressive foliage provides shelter against the rain, the wind and the predators
for over 1200 species of colourful butterflies (Zerynthia
cerysi ferdinandi, Pseudofilotes bavius egea, Malacosoma castrensis
shardaghi, Nychiodes walteri,
Asovia maeoticaria, Perisomena
caecigena, Lemonia balcanica,
Calocucullia caelsiae, Agrostis
desertorum, Papilio machaon gigantea, Euchloebellia gigantea, Scolitantides orion, Haplotina ditella – a cavedwelling butterfly). Exhausted by flight, the butterflies take shelter
among the oak leaves. During their stay, they take cover under
the leaves to hide themselves from predators.
But butterflies are not the only creatures to enjoy the shade of the ancient oak. So do tiny lizards such as the European
copper skink (Ablepharus kitaibelii), the Balkan green lizard (Lacerta trilineata dobrogica), as well as the familiar
spur-thighed tortoise (Testudo graeca ibera, a protected
species), which hides beneath its shell when threatened. Other
reptiles enjoy the shade of the ancient tree, as well: the Caspian
whipsnake (Coluber jugularis caspius) and the fierce viper
subspecies Vipera ammodytes montadoni, which does not
appreciate being disturbed.
The gorgeous landscape created by the thick wood is complemented by the awe-inspiring limestone cliff face, 40-m deep,
strewn with fissures, niches, holes and even caves, a scenic testament to the endurance of the weathered canyon. The impressive limestone walls are home to a variety of birds, providing them
with suitable nesting places to raise their chicks.
One can see the beautiful greater spotted eagle (Aquila
clanga), the Levant sparrowhawk (Accipiter brevipes), the
long-legged buzzard (Buteo rufinus), the short-toed snake
eagle (Circaetus gallicus), the European roller (Coracias
garrulus), as well as the elegant black storks (Ciconia nigra)
passing by during their annual migration. They quietly lie in wait
for some careless little reptile to leave the shelter of the oak’s
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shade and fall prey to their strong beaks. Stately trees are home
to the restless middle spotted woodpecker (Dendrocopos
medius), the Syrian woodpecker (Dendrocopos syriacus),
and the black woodpecker (Dryocopus martius); you can
hear them from afar due to the distinctive knocking sound they
make against the tree nark. The Egyptian culture (Neophron
percnopterus) used to be a part of this landscape, but it has
not been seen around lately.
As we said in the beginning, the ancient trees provide shelter not only to the local wildlife, but also to the people, according to legend. A playful bat reveals the hidden cave known as
Peştera Fetei (the Maid’s Cave). ”It all started when the Turks
invaded Dobruja, and the Christian monks that had been around

autor Marian Paiu
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since the time of St. Andrew fled to the rocky wilderness, so as
not to be caught by the pagans who were raiding the villages,
looting and taking the girls captive. To avoid getting raped, the
girls would commit suicide by jumping off the cliff.” Another legend has it that the Romanian peasants would hide their girls
in these caves, to prevent them from being found and raped by
the Turks. The girls lived there for a ling time, but eventually the
enemy found them and they jumped into the abyss. Strangely
enough, the spot known for the sacrifice of the Romanian women
now bears a Turkish name; in the language of the former empire,
“canara” means a river gorge. Some thieves are said to have
taken cover in the same caves. And for good reason, too. In the
oldest part of the current town there used to be a village called

Parachioi, which is Turkish for “the home of the well-off”. There
used to be highwaymen, as well. The elders can still remember
how a mounted highwayman would “disappear” in the canyon
when the posses were in pursuit.
If we think about the legends of the place, we find it hard to
believe that such a scenic landscape created by the friendship of
oaks and other trees that are home to a diversity of wildlife could
have had such a dark past.
The suffering of the girls who took to the caves was witnessed by the various species of Chiroptera, or bats. Numerous species reside here, including the greater mouse-eared bat
(Myotis myotis), Geoffroy’s bat (Myotis emarginatus),
Mehely’s horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus mehelyi), the common bent-wing bat (Miniopterus schreibersii). If they could
talk, these tiny nocturnal mammals would be able to tell us what
happened in these places of such outstanding beauty and grim
past.

The branching roots may conceal a fox burrow. A hungry
fox will not hesitate to eat worms and larvae, which are plentiful
around an oak tree.
Come winter, the oak is ready for a long rest; it is covered
in ivy or mistletoe, which reaches maturity by Christmas time, as
well as in moss, lichen or ferns. At the base of the tree, among the
fallen leaves, the wood mouse, the common vole and the common shrew keep on searching for food, and are in turn preyed
upon by weasels, stoats and foxes.

Theme: “The oak – the silent
witness of the woods”

Point 4: The clearing comes alive with the magical colours of the butterflies. Over 1200 butterfly species live in the
Canaraua fetii protected area. We can admire the grandeur of
the large copper butterfly (Lycaena dispar rutila) which
greets you as soon as you step into its territory.

Point 1: Starting point of the interpretive trail; brief overview of the protected area and the trail, followed by instructions
concerning the participants’ conduct along the trail.
Point 2: Focus on the oak tree (Quercus pedunculiflora). The tree is 20 meters tall and can produce up to 50000
acorns, although few of these will grow into new trees. The oak is
one of the few trees that can live up to 100 years, and the surrounding area is a kingdom centring on the tree for decades on
end. In springtime, when the first leaves appear, insects such as
the great capricorn beetle (Cerambyx cerdo) are the first to
offer the tree their unconditional friendship; they are also followed
by insect-eating birds. Vividly coloured butterflies soon join them,
along with birds such as the grey-faced woodpecker (Picus
canus) or the European nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus)
which takes pride of place on top of the tree.
The sturdy trunk of the oak tree gradually becomes home
to the middle spotted woodpecker (Dendrocopos medius).
On the ground, beneath the tree, robins, blackbirds, great tits and
finches are eagerly waiting for windfalls. At night, other creatures emerge to prey on the bounty of caterpillars and butterflies.
Lichens slowly growing on the trunk and branches of the oak are
a hiding place for a few species of butterflies, and the dead leaves on the ground are home to other species. Larvae, horned
beetles, other beetles and wood wasps burrow in the dead parts
of the trunk, creating tunnels where they will hopefully grow to
maturity, if they manage to escape the woodpeckers.
The second wave: the first leaves fall and are soon replaced by a second growth known as “Llammas leaves”, which
are initially a coppery red and gradually turn green. Primulas,
anemones and violets come to life at the base of the tree.
The wildlife and flora living on and around the oak remain active during the summer. Some flies live on the trunk;
they remain motionless, hanging upside down on the bark.
The branches are home to ladybirds.
At twilight, May beetles and stag beetles emerge. Even
the male nightjar comes out of its well-camouflaged nest, having marked its territory.
Sunlight trickles down to the ground, where grass and ferns
are fed on by herbivores ranging from voles, shrews and hares
to deer.

Point 3: The oak attracts many creatures, including insects such as the stag beetle (Lucanus cervus), the great
capricorn beetle(Cerambyx cerdo) or the longhorn beetle.
Then there are the gall wasps. Some authors believe the oak and
the gall wasps to be symbionts, claiming that it has been noticed
that gall-bearing trees are less prone to attacks by caterpillars or
other predators, which may even avoid them altogether.

Point 5: Another familiar butterfly species is the Eastern
festoon Zerynthia cerisyi ferdinandi, which has been granted protected status throughout Europe. It is a day butterfly that
only lives in this region from May to mid-June. The caterpillar
depends on a single plant species growing at the foot of the limestone cliffs: the birthwort (Aristolochia clematitis), which
is poisonous to mammals. The number of Eastern festoon butterflies seen over the last 20 years has significantly decreased.
Point 6: This trail can lead you to one of the most beautiful
and delicate plants, the orchid. Despite its small size, the flower
stands out. Orchids depend on other creatures for growth and reproduction, as their development is based on symbiosis between
the orchid roots and one or several fungus species.
Point 7 focuses on
the sub-Mediterranean tree
specie s

autor Adrian Vintilă
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growing in the vicinity of oak trees: the mahaleb cherry
(Padus mahaleb) is a medium-sized tree that grows on sunny hills
among the shrubbery. The leaves are
small, oval-shaped, with short
petioles. The small black
cherries are tart and
inedible. The smoketree (Cotinus
coggygria) is a
sizeable shrub,
with
long,
oval, straightedged alternate leaves. The
yellowg r e y ,
down-like
flowers
grow
in
panicles
and give
the plant a
smoky look.
It blooms in
June. Another
species is the
manna
ash
(Fraxinus ornus),
whose twisted trunk covered in smooth, grey bark
autor Adrian Vintilă
does not exceed 10 metres
i n
height. The Oriental hornbeam
(Carpinus orientalis) is a native tree that rarely grows more
than 5 meters tall; it looks like the common hornbeam, except

autor Marian Paiu
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that it’s much smaller.
Point 8: Time to focus on the mammals that live in these
woods. We can discover what lies behind the mighty trunks of
the oak trees. Always on the alert, the shy European roe deer
(Capreolus capreolus) is ready to stop grazing at the slightest movement, and if it senses danger, it will surely leap over
any obstacle. There is also the wild boar (Sus scrofa) and the
squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris), which is very well adapted to living
in the trees. Another mammal species that lives in the area is the
red deer (Cervus elaphus), famous for its antlers.
Point 9: the European ground squirrel (Spermophilus
citellus) is a small creature which thrives in this environment.
It prefers grasslands where it can dig out burrows. This small
mammal is known for its characteristic upright posture which
enables it to spot any danger, followed by a cry of alarm and the
whole group rushing to the burrows.
Point 10 is the transition to the rock face, which provides
shelter to many reptile species. The best-known species include
the Aesculapian snake (Zamenis longissimus) and the horned viper (Vipera ammodytes montadoni), which usually
comes out in the morning to warm up on East-facing rocks. There
is also the Caspian whipsnake (Dolichophis caspius), one of
the fastest snakes. It becomes hostile when captured and is quick
to deliver a fierce bite, but it is not venomous.
Point 11: This is a favourable habitat for the spur-thighed tortoise, which is one of the reasons for declaring it a protected area.
Point 12: The Canaraua Fetii gorge is flanked by sheer
limestone cliffs resembling a canyon, with vertical walls pockmarked with numerous fissures and holes. In some places, the
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greater spotted eagle (Aquila clanga) and the lesser spotted
eagle (Aquila pomarina) can also be seen hovering.
Point 14: The rocky ravines are covered in Mediterranean yellow shrubby Jasmine (Jasminum fruticans), wild
irises, both spotted and blue (Iris variegata and Iris sintenisii), various types of wild garlic (Allium tauricum, Allium
rotundum) and one of the most important plant species, Potentilla emilii-popii, known as “five fingers” because of its leaves
that resemble a hand. It has yellow blooms and is covered in
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erosion was so intense that it created towering blocks like the
bulwarks of a fortress. The fauna and flora living on these cliff
faces are very distinctive, including a great number of species
that can rarely be found in Romania.
Point 13: The cliffs are the home and sanctuary of several
bird species. The easiest to spot are the buzzards: the common
buzzard (Buteo buteo), which nestles in woods with tall trees
and will stay in this area even during the winter; the long-legged
buzzard (Buteo rufinus), represented by two pairs whose
chicks hatch in the summer and who prefer to nestle in the holes
in the limestone face. The short-toed snake eagle (Circaetus
gallicus), the booted eagle (Hieraaetus pennatus), the
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numerous silver-white bristles that protect it from excessive heat
and sunlight.
Point 15: the red-rumped swallow (Hirundo daurica)
became known in Romania over the past few decades. It prefers
rocky areas such as the ones covered on this trail. Unlike the
common swallow, it builds tubular-shaped mud nestles on cave
ceilings. There are several pairs residing here, either in isolation
or in small colonies.
Point 16: Two kilometres down the trail, you may choose to visit one of the local monasteries. This is a relatively new
monastery, as construction started in 2011. According to one of
the priests, it will be a monks’ monastery dedicated to “The Holy
Gherasim of Dobruja”.
Point 17: “Canaraua Fetii” has been made famous by
legend. Before us rises the rock face, and 20 meters above we
can see the openings to several caves. Romanian peasants would hide their girls in these caves, to prevent them from being
found and raped by the Turks. The girls lived there for a ling time,
but eventually the enemy found them and they jumped into the
abyss. Strangely enough, the spot known for the sacrifice of the
Romanian women now bears a Turkish name; in the language of
the former empire, “canara” means a river gorge.
Point 18: Another legend has it that some thieves took
cover in the same caves. In the oldest part of the current town
there used to be a village called Parachioi, which is Turkish for
“the home of the well-off”. There used to be highwaymen in the
area, as well. The elders can still remember how a mounted hi-
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ghwayman would “disappear” in the canyon when the posses
were in pursuit.
This was in the 50s, and the strange man was called Cârjan.
“Whenever Cârjan, showed up, proud and black-eyed as he was,
he would really scare you witless”, I’m told by an old man sitting
on a bench in front of the gate, looking for a “gateway” into the
past. But this is nothing compared to what they say about the treasures. The canyon still hides many secrets from the days of the
Turks, the temporary lords of Dobruja. There used to be a Turkish
village, Valea Ţapului, which vanished altogether. Only the graveyard remained. Rumours of hidden treasures soon appeared.
Gold and gem diggers turned up, armed with metal detectors
and even special maps with the location of the treasures. No one
knows whether anything has ever been found.
Point 19: The Canaraua Fetii cave is about 20 metres
up the rock face. They say that most of the girls jumped into the
abyss from that spot. At the entrance to the cave we can still see
the boulder that masked the hiding place.
The Canaraua Fetii cave is said to have been a place of
worship, but nobody can verify this, as there is no conclusive evidence. But if you’re a history buff, you can look for such evidence
when you visit the long gallery of the cave.
Point 20: There are 9 bat species in Canaraua Fetii,
which makes sense given the numerous small caves and fissures, the relative isolation of the area, which has remained free
from human influence, and the existence of numerous old and
hollow trees. The best known species are the following: Mehely’s
horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus mehelyi), the lesser horseshoe
bat (Rh. Hipposideros), the greater horseshoe bat (Rh.
Ferrumequinum), the common bent-wing bat (Miniopterus
schreibersii), as well as Geoffroy’s bat (Myotis emarginatus) and two small species (Pipistrellus nathusii, P. savii).
Description of the main species
found in this protected area

Oak (Quercus robur) is a tall tree with strong branches, nodes, crown wide and rich. Oak bark is blackish-brown,
rough, deeply furrowed, often hosting active micro-fauna (especially ants and certain species of beetles). The leaves are
lobed, with 4-8 pairs of lobes. The leafstalk is short (4-10 cm).
Oak blooms in May. The fruit is an achene (acorn). Apart from
pure forests of oak, this can be found mixed with other deciduous trees. Oak bark is used in tanning since ancient times, as it
contains large amounts of tannic acid very effective in leather
processing. In Slavic mythology, the oak tree was considered the
tree of truth. It is believed that the first man came from the tree. Of
boar meat that feed with acorns, would be born priests, spiritual
leaders of the ancient Slavs. Acorn has been used over time to
feed the pigs, being highly appreciated by boars. Also, is used to
manufacture of necklaces and dolls for children, and even some
furniture or rustic “frills”.
Grey oak (Quercus pedunculiflora) is a tree identified in Romania in 1936, lying in the forest steppe area where it
forms pure oak forests or mixed with oriental hornbeam, smoketree or manna ash in Dobruja. It can reach up to 50 m, crown has
gnarled branches; leaves are short petiolate with lobate edge,
rounded lobes and wide sinus. The fruit is a nut (acorn) wrapped
in a cup at the base, with small scales. Resistant wood is used in
heavy construction, furniture manufacturing, the prosecution and
massive woodwork.
Ecologically we can say that this specie of oak is a forest
steppe species, requires a warm climate, supports better drought, and can grow in mixture with Quercus robur and Quercus pubescens. This is stronger than oak to dry air and soil.
Oriental hornbeam (Carpinus orientalis) is
an indigenous shrub that rarely exceeds 5 m, is similar with
hornbeam, but much smaller. The body has smooth bark, gray.
Oriental hornbeam has an submediteranean area, more southern
than hornbeam, from Italy, the Balkans to Asia Minor and the Ca-
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ucasus. In Romania appears spontaneously in warm and dry areas from forest steppe. Appears frequently in Dobruja, southern
Banat, Oltenia, Buzău Hills, Moldova southern forest steppe.
Is forming scrub on sunny coasts with pubescent oak, the
mahaleb cherry, lilac, smoketree and manna ash. It is a thermophilic species, pronounced xerophytes, unpretentious, can
vegetate on dry soils, rocky limestone.
The manna ash (Fraxinus ornus) is a tall shrub
or short tree similar to ash (Fraxinus excelsior), which is related
closely. This elegant woody plant belongs to the Oleaceae family.
The manna ash has a low height (10-14 m), with crooked body
and the bark is smooth and bay. Flowers are small, fragrant, with
4 yellowish-white petals, 2 stamens. They are gathered in large
inflorescences, terminal panicle type.
As wood thermophilic species, manna ash can be planted
on degraded land in warmer areas. The wood is not so important
economically and aesthetically speaking, compared to common
ash. The bark has tinctorial qualities (used in paint) and wood,
elastic, pliable and durable, is a good material for wood veneers.

The prehistoric archer known as Ötzi the Iceman, discovered
in 1991 on the border between Italy and Austria, was carrying
arrows made from dogwood.
The smoketree (Cotinus coggygria) is a species of
flowering plant in the family Anacardiaceae, native to a large area
from southern Europe, east across central Asia and the Himalayas to northern China. It is a multiple-branching shrub growing to
5–7 m (16–23 ft) tall with an open, spreading, irregular habit, only
rarely forming a small tree. The leaves are 3-8 cm long rounded
ovals, green with a waxy glaucous sheen. The autumn colour can
be strikingly varied, from peach and yellow to scarlet. The flowers
are numerous, produced in large inflorescences 15–30 cm (5.9–
12 in) long; each flower 5-10 mm diameter, with five pale yellow
petals. Most of the flowers in each inflorescence abort, elongating into yellowish-pink to pinkish-purple feathery plumes (when
viewed en masse these have a wispy ‘smoke-like’ appearance,
hence the common name) which surround the small (2-3 mm)
drupaceous fruit that do develop.
In our country can be found at the edges or forest glades,
forming thickets, especially in Dobruja and Banat.

The Common Dogwood, (Cornus sanguine), is a
species of dogwood native to most of Europe and western Asia,
The Cerambyx cerdo, commonly known as great caoccurring north to southern England and southern Scandinavia,
pricorn beetle, is a species of beetle in family Cerambycidae.
and east to the Caspian Sea. It is widely grown as an ornamental
Body length is 35-55 mm, colour is black with shades of brown.
plant. It is a medium to large deciduous shrub, growing 2–6 meVentral side and legs are covered with gray hair. Adults occur
ters (7–20 ft) tall, with dark greenish-brown branches and twigs.
from May to June, usually active at night.
The leaves are opposite, 4–8 centimeters (2–3 in) long and 2–4
This species is feeding with trees sap infiltrated through
centimeters (0.8–1.6 in) broad, with an ovate to oblong shape
cracks of the bark.
and an entire margin; they are green above, slightly paler below, and rough with short stiff pubescence. The hermaphrodite
Stag beetle (Lucanus cervus) is a bug of the faflowers are small, 5–10 millimeters (0.2–0.4 in) diameter, with
mily Lucanidae and is among the largest and remarkable bugs
four creamy white petals, produced in clusters 3–5 centimeters
in Europe. Its features are which resembles antlers and can be
(1–2 in) diameter, and are insect pollinated. The fruit is a globose
moved as a pincers. At large specimens, long horns can reach
black berry 5–8 millimeters (0.2–0.3 in) diameter, containing a
almost half of the total length of the beetle, which is 25 to 75 mm.
[1]
single seed. The berries are sometimes
Females are slightly smaller
than males and have no „horns”.
called “dogberries”. It prefers moderate
Instead, have small „pincers”
warmth in sunny places, though it can
small which are used to actolerate shade and in the more southern
cess food. Stag beetle can fly.
areas of its distribution area grows in
At the male, in flight, the body
the mountains. In cooler areas such as
axis is oblique, horns pointing
Scandinavia it grows at sea level. It reupwards. When not flying, the
quires light, often alkaline soils.
wings are covered.
The leaves provide food for some
In Central and Southern
animals, including Lepidoptera such as
Europe, stag beetle has becothe case-bearer moth Coleophora
me very rare. This is due not so
anatipennella. Dogberries are eaten
much insect collectors, as much
by some mammals and many birds.
Sursa foto: http://en.wikipedia.
disappearing more and more
Many frugivorous passerines find them
habitats, especially
irresistible, and prefer them over fruits grown by org/wiki/Lucanus_cervus
forests of oaks, or
humans. The plant is thus often grown in organic
commercial exploitagardening and permaculture to prevent harm to
tion of forests and reorchard crops, while benefitting from the fact that
moving „deadwood”.
even frugivorous birds will hunt pest insects during
Lucanus
the breeding season, as their young require much
cervus is registered
protein to grow.
in the EU Habitats
Garden varieties are often called “winter fire”
Directive of 1992,
because the leaves turn orange-yellow in autumn
which requires Memand then fall to reveal striking red-tipped, orangeber States to desigyellow winter stems.
nate special areas of
The straight woody shoots produced by the
conservation of the
plant can be used as prods, skewers or arrows.
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species recorded.
The birthwort (Aristolochia clematitis) grows in
grapes to the edges of the field and barrens. It is half a meter
high, sometimes more, and its leaves are reminiscent of those
of beans. It has yellow flowers, a strong odor and quite smother,
being avoid by vermin as well as viral and bacterial diseases of
plants. It is both durable and vivid, that often suffocates crops,
so the peasants do not know how to get rid of it (among others,
stands up very well to herbicides).
Red squirrel ((Sciurus vulgaris) is a rodent very
well adapted to arboreal life that inhabits the forests of conifers
and deciduous. They can be found
both in the forests and large natural parks. Being a social animal,
red squirrel approaches people’s
homes, especially if are located in
the vicinity of trees. Red squirrel
has slender body, elongated nose,
large ears, finished with wisp, and
winter become more brushy and
longer. Forelegs are shorter than
the other extremites, having longer
and narrower feet, finished with robust and sharp claws.
The tail is almost equal to
body length and is entirely covered
with long hairs. This is face up and
can be curled or held in extension
of body. Squirrel fur is rich, showing
wide individual variations in color,
less seasonal. Most experts distinguish two color phases: reddish

brown and dark brown to black. In both cases the ventral color is
white. Red squirrel eats mostly vegetarian food, but it can nourish
and very small animals, insects, baby birds or eggs. It commonly
consumes seeds of conifers, especially pine nuts, beechnuts,
acorns, berries, young shoots, leaves or bark of woods.
Wild boar (Sus scrofa) also known as wild
pig, is a species of the pig genus Sus, part of the
biological family Suidae. The body of the wild boar is
compact; the head is large, the legs relatively short.
The fur consists of stiff bristles and usually finer fur.
The colour usually varies from dark grey to black or
brown, but there are great regional differences in co-

Autor: Peter Lengyel
lour.

sursa foto: http://light.sunphoto.ro/photos/
normal/35762331_QVINCVTKI.jpg
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Its profile reflects a largely influences of environmental conditions. Presents an overall solid, slightly flattened laterally, taller than thicker, giving the
impression of power and mobility, being conformed
perfect for grouting and breaking brushes. General
color is brownish gray, reddish brown, dark brown,
sometimes almost black. Boar tusks occur around the
age of 10 months, but begin to blunt to 16 months.
These serve as weapons and tools. The upper tusks
are bent upwards in males, and are regularly ground
against the lower ones to produce sharp edges. The
tusks normally measure about 6 cm (2.4 in), in exceptional cases even 12 cm (4.7 in). In conditions of freedom, wild boars rarely reach 18-20 years. In captivity,
however, that age is frequently exceeded, as quoted
in the literature, longevity of 30 years in zoos.
Wild boars have both smell and hear very fine.
Sight, instead is weaker, apprising good only moving
objects. It has a good memory of the place, easily
reveals any detail appearing in landscape. Wild boar
is omnivorous and eat almost everything is eatable.

Wild boar attacks on humans are not common
but do occur occasionally. Usually, boars, like most
wild animals, will avoid interactions with humans.
The European roe deer (Capreolus capreolus), is a ruminant herbivore, which is part of the family Cervidae
and is the smallest member of this family. It occupies a wide variety of habitats, including deciduous, mixed or coniferous forests,
moorland, pastures, arable land, and suburban areas with large
gardens. It prefers landscapes with a mosaic of woodland and
farmland. It has rather short, erect antlers and a reddish body
with a grey face. Its hide is golden red in summer, darkening to
brown or even black in winter, with lighter undersides and a white
rump patch; the tail is very short, and barely visible. Only the
males have antlers. The roe deer attains a maximum life span (in
the wild) of ten years. When alarmed, it will bark a sound much
like a dog and flash out its white rump patch. Rump patches differ
between the sexes, with the white rump patches heart-shaped
on females and kidney-shaped on males. Males may also bark,
make a low grunting noise or make a high pitched wolf-like whine
when attracting mates during the breeding season, often luring
multiple does into their territory. The roe deer lives usually in
small groups, each of which includes a male, 2–3 females, and
fawns.
Deer are very timid. Any suspicious movement, stops feed
and investigates the surroundings. The most developed sense
is smell, then hearing. Deer smells human from a few hundred
meters (200 – 300 m).
Red deer (Cervus elaphus) is one of the largest deer
species. Red deer are ruminants, characterized by an even number of toes, and a four-chambered stomach. Genetic evidence
indicates the red deer (Cervus elaphus) as traditionally defined is a species group rather than a single species, although
it remains disputed as to exactly how many species the group
includes. They have head that compose the trophy. These
are dropped like all Cervids, every year.
A soft covering known as velvet helps to protect newly
forming antlers in the spring. European red deer antlers are
distinctive in being rather straight and rugose, with the fourth
and fifth tines forming a “crown” or “cup” in larger males. Any
tines in excess of the fourth and fifth tine will grow radially

from the cup, which are generally absent in the antlers of smaller
red deer, such as Corsican red deer. Longevity (maximum age)
of deer in freedom is 17-18 years, but has stronger horns up to
12-14 years.
The rut is late September and early October and is characterized by plod or bell, when fights occur between males. The
gestation period lasts 34 weeks, the female giving birth to a single
calf usually in April-May.
Spur-thighed tortoise (Testudo Greaca Ibera)
is also known as the sea turtle or Dobruja tortoise. Spur-thighed
tortoises have been given their name because they have a conical tubercle or spur on the top of each thigh. Today, their numbers
have decreased a lot and have been declared animals protected
by law, a natural monument.
Immediately after waking from hibernation, courtship and
mating occurs. The males follow the females with great interest,
encircling them, biting them in the limbs, ramming them, and
trying to mount them. During mating, the male opens his mouth,
showing his red tongue and making squeaking sounds.
One or two days before egg laying, the female takes on
an aggressive, dominant nature and makes the same squeaking
sound the male produces during copulation. The purpose of this
behavior is to ensure other individuals leave the female undisturbed during egg laying.
Horned viper (Vipera ammodytes montadoni)
is labeled as “true horned viper” and also the most dangerous
representative of the species in our country, because has a much
shorter reaction time and more aggressive compared to other
species. The name comes from the distinctive morphological element represented by a little horn, but soft, covered with scales,
at the front of head.
This horn, initially made researchers to believe that the creature grubs as a pig in search of food, which is not true.

Sursa foto: http://www.animale-salbatice.ro/
vipera-cu-corn-vipera-ammodytes.html

Sursa foto: http://www.fotonatura.
ro/forum/album/surub/animale_
salbatice_001/cerb9m.jpg.html

Viper occurs in the early morning on the cliffs east exposure to
heat, so that morning is not very active. In the afternoon is hidding
under rocks or foliage.
The common buzzard (Buteo buteo) is a medium
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to large bird of prey, whose range covers most of Europe and
extends into Asia. It is usually resident all year, except in the coldest parts of its range, and in the case of one subspecies. It is a
bird belonging to the family Accipitridae, order Falconiformas, a
medium-sized bird of prey that reaches between 46 and 58 cm,
with wings up to 132 centimeters. Its plumage is extremely varied
and may have color from dark brown to white. Appearance of a
bird of this species creates a sense of power and mastery, has a
big head, is completely solid, its wings are wide and the neck is
short and the ending body has a medium length tail. Buzzard can
be seen in various situations, but the more you have the chance
to see is circling. Often has a long cry, frightening, but it uses
most during reproduction.
Common buzzard is a species protected by the law, both in
Romania and in other places, and destroying copies, whether it
is done by shooting, whether it is done by keeping in captivity or
catching it using traps is punishable. Currently, common buzzard
population in Romania is estimated to be between about 4 000
and 8 000 brooder pairs, but are in constant decline since their
habitat is diminished every day by cutting trees and clearing forests.

and age couple; incubation lasts 42-44 days. 65 days later, the
chicks leave the nest, and after other 21 days are completely
independent. It feeds on small mammals, birds and frogs. It feeds
on small mammals, birds and frogs. Is a rare species and globally
protected.
In Romania is protected by Law 13/1993 (Berne Convention), Birds Directive 79/409/EEC, Law 13/1998 (Bonn Convention), O.U. 57/2007 - Annex III on protected natural areas, natural
habitats, wild flora and fauna; it also appears on the Red List
of Birds of Romania, having the status of critically endangered
species. Greater spotted eagle is a species very sensitive and
can not tolerate human presence near the nest, leaving it when
the works are about to begin.

Middle spotted woodpecker (Dendrocopos
medius) is 20–22 cm long and has plumage similar to the
Great Spotted Woodpecker. As with that species the upperparts
are predominantly black with white oval wing patches and white
barring on the wings, and the underparts are white. The main
differences are a red crown, lack of a black moustachial stripe, a
pink vent, and dark streaks on the flanks.
Although only slightly smaller than the Great Spotted
The greater spotted eagle (Aquila clanga) is a
Woodpecker, it appears smaller due to its short, slender bill and
large bird with body length between 50 and 70 cm and has a
more rounded pale head. It can also be confused with the Syrian
wingspan of 200 cm. Bird uses the same nest for a longer period,
Woodpecker (particularly juveniles), being distinguished from this
every year adding branches and vegetation debris. During the
by the smaller bill, and the red crown not having narrow black
nesting period, until the chicks leave the nest, adult constantly
sides.
brings twigs with green leaves.
Behaviorally it likes to feed high in the trees, moving conFemales spawn 1-3 eggs depending on food abundance
stantly and making a good view difficult. In the breeding season
it excavates a nest hole about 5 cm
wide in a decaying tree trunk or thick
branch. It lays four to seven eggs
Sursa foto: http://
and incubates for 11–14 days.

www.chettusia.com/ro/
birds/acvila-tipatoaremare-aquila-clanga
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The
Grey-headed
Woodpecker (Picus canus)
is a sedentary bird, very common
in our country, which hatches in
hollows of trees in deciduous forests,
in willow and poplar on the banks of
the Danube Delta, especially in the
forests of the hills. Is smaller than the
green-headed woodpecker, has a
body length of 26 cm, weight of 130160 g and 38-40 cm open wings The
male has a red spot on his head and
a black one on his face. The beak is
strong and dark. It makes its nest at
heights of over 3 m in tree hollows.
Sometimes it can be seen nesting in
hollows of cherry, pear, alder, ash,
elm and other trees. The hollow inlet
is round, 5-6 cm and slightly inclined
to protect their nests from raindrops
penetration.
Female spawns four or five
eggs, oval, white or yellowish, with
approx. 7 g, and after 16 – 17 days,
hatch. Chicks are warm and fed by
both parents with various insects and
larvae. Grey-headed Woodpecker is
part of the order Piciformes, Picidae

family..
The European Nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus) is the only representative of the nightjar family of birds in
most of Europe and temperate Asia. It is a late migrant, seldom
appearing before the end of April or beginning of May. It occurs
throughout northern and central Europe, and winters in Africa,
as far south as the Cape. The length is 25–30 cm (9.8–12 in),
the body mass is 50–100 g (1.8–3.5 oz) and the wingspan is
53–61 cm (21–24 in) he plumage of the adult Nightjar is lichengrey, barred and streaked with buff, chestnut and black. The under parts are barred. White spots on primaries and white tips to

zed bat. Dorsal fur is gray brown, and the underside is white.
Often have long black hairs around the eyes. It is a sedentary
species, strongly linked to areas of karst caves which have very
stable microclimate. He uses and artificial shelters; forms breeding colonies of up to 500 individuals. The species is threatened
by destruction or disturbance of roosts (caves) feeding habitat
alteration or tourism.

The Lesser Horseshoe Bat (Rhinolophus
hipposideros)
The name of this species comes from its horseshoe-shaped nose. This is one of the smallest bat species in the world,
weighting between
5 and 9 grams, with
amplitude of the
wings between 192254 mm and a body
length of 35-45 mm.
It has strong legs,
Sursa foto: http://ibc.lynxeds.com/
which it uses to grab
photo/european-nightjar-caprimulgusrocks and branches,
europaeus/adult-male-resting-ground
and it has a very
good sight, despite
of its small eyes. Like
most bats, the Lesser
Horseshoe Bats live
in colonies and hunt
their prey with the
help of echolocation. Bats need flying
precision to spot and
catch fast, mobile
insects while flying.
It was observed that
the members of this
species have this
precision: when a
lesser horseshoe bat,
with wing amplitude
of 25 cm, was introduces in a closed space, of 1 m long, 80 cm wide and 30 cm
the outer tail feathers are characters of the male; in the young
in height, it flew around without touching the walls, the ceiling
male these are buff. The bill is black, the legs reddish brown.
or the floor.
Nightjar is a bird with the beak small, but very open, so they
can catch insects in flight, like swallows. It lays its eggs in sand or
rocky ground in the forest. When an enemy approaches the nest
Nightjar When an enemy approaches the nest Nightjar gapes
the beak, trying to impress with its colorful interior, raises wings
and makes a threatening sound. In spring nights, his voice has
a strong resonance.
Nightjar usually fly at night just after the sun goes down and
returns to its nest in the morning. Because besides sheepfolds
are many mosquitoes and flies, especially when is milking time,
Nightjar can be seen frequently “inspecting” area with wide open
beak and fluttering wings. Milking time, a bird flying nearby with
beak open and ... that’s legend.
Mehely’s
Horseshoe
Bat
(Rhinolophus mehelyi) is a medium-si-

Greater Mouse-eared Bat (Myotis myotis) is relatively large for a member of the Myotis genus, has ear length
over 26 mm. The fur is short, with the brown hairs; dorsal color
is gray with a strong tinge of brown. The length is 67-79 mm,
wingspan of 350-450 mm and weighing 28 to 40 g. Feeding ha-

Sursa: http://www.eurobats.org/
about_eurobats/protected_bat_species/rhinolophus%C2%A0mehelyi
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bitats are forest edges, and the main shelters are caves. Forms
colonies in breeding and fattening in caves and even trees whose
size is tens of specimens.
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CHAPTER III
Cheile Dobrogei – The past engraved in stone
“Cheile Dobrogei”, or the Dobruja Gorge, is a complex natural reserve located along the Casimcea Valley, with points of
geological, palaeontological and botanical interest. It lies 1 km
south of the village of Cheia and includes 2 km of gorge area.
Trail name: The past engraved in stone
Access: Access to Cheile Dobrogei is by national road
22 (E87), from Gura Dobrogei, passing through Gura Dobrogei –
Casian – Cheia – Târguşor or Gura Dobrogei – Târguşor – Cheia.
Alternatively, coming from the south, drive from Mihail Kogălniceanu (on national road 2A/E60) to Târguşor (13 km), then follow
the routes indicated above.
Trail length/duration: 3 km/2 hours
Target audience: children, students,
undergraduates, adults;
Best time to visit: April to
October
Required gear: casual
clothes, knee-high boots (only
if it rains).
Symbol: a stone.
Our story in this oasis of
tranquillity begins with the rocks that
lie scattered along the trail. We will have no other guide but the
stones themselves, a symbol of the area, and they will show how
nature has forged these gorges which are a treasure of Dobruja.
It took nature millions of years to create such beauty.
The glorious landscape of rocks covered in vegetation is
threatened by intensive grazing. The herds that graze here cause
the destruction of natural habitats and the extinction of rare plant
species, which are ousted by opportunistic species. If confined
to limited areas, livestock damages the soil by destroying the
vegetation and causing it to sink. Once the vegetation has gone,
the surface becomes subject to erosion and weathering. In time,
the wonderful pastures in the area will be nothing but a memory.
It would be a shame for the beautiful vegetation to be
destroyed by overgrazing. There are about 565 plant species in
Cheile Dobrogei. There is a type of sub-Mediterranean scrub that
covers reasonably humid valleys; the forest steppe has Mediterranean drought tolerant plants, and the steppes (Ponto-Sarmatic
steppe, loess steppe and stony steppe) occur naturally in drier
areas. Sunny hillsides and ridges are the habitat of the mahaleb
cherry (Padus mahaleb), the Oriental hornbeam (Carpinus
orientalis), wild jasmine (Jasminum fruticans), exquisite
crocuses (Crocus chrysanthus, Crocus pallasii) and several endemic species, such as Campanula romanica and

Ornithogalum amphibolum, to name just a few.
There is also the local fauna that prefers to take cover in the
shade of protective rocks. This is not just the home of contemporary species such as the great bat colonies (Rhinolophus mehelyi), but it used to be the habitat of Quaternary fauna including
dozens of species, from the reindeer (Rangifer tarandus),
the European beaver (Castor fiber), the mammoth, and the
cave hyena (Crocuta crocuta spelaea), to great cats such
as the cave lion (Panthera leo spelaea), to the cave bear
(Ursus spelaeus), woolly rhinoceros bison and wild horse
(Equus cabalus), whose fossils have been found here. They
were all found in the rock caves, indicating that the animals used
the caves for shelter.
This pristine area is surrounded by agricultural land that
shows how brutal the human intervention has been. The incredible change in landscape caused by
human activity is all too visible. There
are places with no trees or shrubs,
nothing but the black tilled land replacing the complex ecosystems
of forest steppe, steppe, forest,
lakes and marshland that used to
be the habitat of countless species. Growing grains on huge areas
means depriving nearly all wildlife of
their habitat, with the exception of certain
birds such as geese, which are able to find food in such places
during the autumn and winter. The tilled land covered in endless,
uniform fields of grain may be attractive for seagulls, crows and
storks when it is being ploughed, and after the harvest it becomes a food source for grain-eating birds, but this does not change the fact that it is one enormous man-made desert.
The strange-shaped limestone landscape modelled by water, lining either side of the road, the small watercourse of Valea
Miresei that runs through the gorges and creates a fairytale view
– all these contribute to a sense of wonder.
There is a spring at the entrance to the stone quarry. In
springtime, the spring and the small tributaries flowing into the
Casimcea river suddenly grow stronger, proving that nature will
find its resources even when they seem depleted. As we go along
the Cheia Valley, the Jurassic sea that used to be here at the
back of our minds, we wonder whether we are on dry land or
on the sea floor. It took millions of years for nature to shape this
landscape. The reef limestone grown long ago in the warm seas
of the Jurassic and the Cretaceous still preserves the ruin-like
shape of the former atolls. Jurassic limestone and dolomite is the
most abundant, occurring in thick, homogeneous layers prone
to the development of karst, hence the frequency and variety of
karst topography. Clints and ruiniform towers (“The Old Man”,
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“The Old Woman”) guard the area.
An interesting fact is that the bedrock is made of 0.5-2 billion
years old Precambrian greenschist, which makes them the oldest
rocks in the region. Occasional rows of craggy boulders rise to
the surface as a result of weathering. The overlaying limestone
was formed during the Jurassic and the Cretaceous, about 180100 million years ago; they still retain the shape of coral colonies,
up to 15-30 m tall, resembling funnels, horseshoes, pyramids,
and erratic blocks that look like towers. The local karst topography is interesting enough, with limestone cliffs, poljes, sinkholes,
small valleys, clints, holes and caves.
This landscape is the result of soil erosion, a complex process of erosion of the Earth’s mantle by extraneous agents such
as the wind and rain. It results in the formation of sedimentary
rocks or landscapes such as defiles and gorges. This gorgeous
Dobruja landscape is made up of towers, columns, pinnacles,
and pyramids. The valley is bordered by tubular hard rocks filled
with a core of brittle rock.
All of these rocky wonders are guarded by its sharp-eyed
guardians hovering in the skies above: the Saker Falcon (Falco cherrug) is always on the lookout for any unfortunate small
animal that might leave the safety of the rocks and become the
falcon’s next meal.

broad, sparse and irregular crown.
The manna ash (Fraxinus ornus) and the smoke tree
(Cotinus coggygria) also grow in the area, and on the cliffs
there may be the occasional hackberry bush (Celtis glabrata),
which is adapted to a dry climate and poor, limey soils.
Point 6: A vantage point for the awe-inspiring, mysterious shapes of the limestone rocks. Also, a bird’s-eye view of the
village of Cheia and the adjoining land cultivated by the locals.
Point 7: The flora at Cheia is of particular importance
because it includes many species which are extremely rare in
Romania, such as the Dobruja bellflower (Campanula romanica), the basket of gold (Alyssum saxatile), a drought-tolerant plant, and Allium saxatile, a garlic species growing in the
Balkans and the Black Sea area. Other plants living in this habitat
are Dianthus nardiformis, a dwarf, drought-resistant

Theme: “The past engraved in stone”
Point 1: Starting point of the interpretive trail; brief overview of the protected area and the “Past engraved in stone” trail,
followed by instructions concerning the participants’ conduct
along the trail.
Point 2: The protected rocky area is frequently crossed
by flocks of sheep.
The major changes caused by overgrazing lead to harmful
effects such as reduced cost-effectiveness, reduced yield and
low capitalization on the pastures. Overgrazing leads to habitat
degradation, and specific plant species become endangered. It is
known that areas where sheep graze take a long time to recover,
and the vegetation may disappear altogether from one year to
the next, because sheep can bite off the plants 1 cm below the
soil, uprooting them.
Point 3 is a good vantage point to gaze at the magnificent
gorges, with a spectacular view of the most awe-inspiring cliffs.
Point 4: A limestone plateau populated with Mediterranean trees which have taken root among the rocks, enough to brave
the elements and stand their ground.
Point 5: The wood species on the plateau
include the Oriental hornbeam (Carpinus orientalis) that forms a shrubbery on the sunny hillside,
along with the downy oak, the mahaleb cherry,
the manna ash, the smoke tree, the lilac, as part
of the forest steppe scrub. It is an undemanding
species when it comes to soil requirements, and it
can grow on dry soil and limestone. There is also
the downy oak (Quercus pubescens), with its
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perennial with purplish red flowers, and Parietaria
serbica.
Point 8: The rocky area is home to several reptile species,
one of the best known being Testudo graeca ibera or the
spur-thighed tortoise. It is a small-sized tortoise, its shell measuring up to 30 cm in length. In early summer, the female digs a
hole with its hind legs and lays 4-12 hard-shelled eggs; the baby
tortoises hatch about 3 months later. At night when it’s too cold
or in daytime when it’s too hot, the animals take cover in burrows
or caves. They spend the winter hibernating in the ground. The
spur-thighed tortoise is affected by damage and destruction to
its habitat. The Danube-Black Sea canal currently isolates the
tortoise population in Dobruja.
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Point 9: Other reptile species that may be spotted along
this trail are the Caspian whipsnake (Dolichophis caspius),
the fastest and most aggressive in Romania, but not a venomous
one. You may be thrilled to see the Eastern four-lined ratsnake
(Elaphe quatuorlineata sauromates). This is one of the
largest snakes in Romania, up to 160 cm in length, and very
strong. A good climber, it is rather slow and will only bite if captured.
Reptiles are having a hard time because of the loss of habitat, the expansion of residential and industrial areas, the building
of dams and limestone quarries. Turning steppe into agricultural
land has deprived wildlife of more than 70% of its natural habitat.
Point 10: Central Dobruja is famous for its numerous caves. At the entrance to the Dobruja Gorge, coming from Cheia,
there is the Spring Cave or the Old Woman’s Cave. It may be
small, but the remaining litter shows that it has been intensely
used by people. The cave is said to host a pub for locals and
tourists alike. As we exit the gorge towards Târguşor, there is a
smaller cave which has not been spoiled by human activity yet.
Point 11: Chiroptera (bats) live in these caves, and the
best known species are the greater mouse-eared bat (Myotis
myotis), Geoffroy’s bat (Myotis emarginatus), Mehely’s horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus mehelyi), the common bent-wing
bat (Miniopterus schreibersii). Bats are the only mammals
capable of long, sustained flight. Most bats feed on insects, and
most of the time they catch insects in flight; bats can certainly
hear the vibration of large insect wings, but echolocation plays
the major part (the ability of locating an object relative to the
sound it reflects). Bats always go for insects from behind, never
sideways.

Point 12: The gorges are about 2 km long; they are particularly impressive due to the sheer rock cliffs and the varied landscape: vertical rock faces with wide ledges at the foot, various
shapes, vertical fissures, half-rounded walls indicative of huge
coral atolls, shapes that resemble animal or human faces. About
80 fossil species have been identified here, including sponges,
corals, cephalopods etc, typical of the sea fauna of the former
atolls.
Point 13: This site hosts significant populations of protected bird species and is particularly important for resident and
migrating birds, as well as for providing a habitat for spending
the winter.
The Eurasian Stone-curlew (Burhinus oedicnemus) is a stout bird with a big, round head; it nestles here in
the spontaneous vegetation. The short-toed snake eagle (Circaetus gallicus) is a seasonal guest for the summer (March
to October) and a transient species; in the past, it used to be a
laying species living all over the country. One characteristic of the
species is that it only lays one egg, which can lead to a drop in
numbers given the current conditions.
Montagu’s Harrier (Circus pygargus) is a migrating species that spends March to October here, before flying to
Africa, India and Southern China.
Point 14: The reef limestone that developed long ago in
the warm seas of the Jurassic and the Cretaceous still preserves
the ruin-like shape of the former atolls. Jurassic limestone and
dolomite is the most abundant, occurring in thick, homogeneous
layers prone to the development of karst, hence the frequency
and variety of karst topography.

Autor: Marian Paiu
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Point 15: An interesting fact is that the bedrock is made
of 0.5-2 billion years old Precambrian greenschist, which makes
them the oldest rocks in the region. Occasional rows of craggy
boulders rise to the surface as a result of weathering. The overlaying limestone was formed during the Jurassic and the Cretaceous, about 180-100 million years ago; they still retain the
shape of coral colonies, up to 15-30 m tall, resembling funnels,
horseshoes, pyramids, and tower-like erratic blocks.
Point 16: True guardians of the Dobruja gorge, “The Old
Man” and “The Old Woman” have been keeping watch over the
area since time immemorial. These ruiniform towers date back to
0.5-2 billion years ago and are among the oldest in the country.
Point 17: The karst landscape is quite impressive, considering that the average altitude of the plateau is only 150-200 m.
Relative to this altitude, the limestone blocks are huge and they
invite contemplation. The limestone belongs to the first cycle of

sedimentation (with Jurassic carbonate deposits) and are mainly organic, based on the skeletons of the coral reefs populating
the sea 205 million years ago. They are inconsistent with the
bedrock if Precambrian greenschist. The limestone mountains
prove that Dobruja used to be a sea floor. Limestone (calcium
carbonate) is the result of chemical processes affecting biological organisms such as corals, a type of colonial coelenterates.
Point 18: From a palaeontological standpoint, the limestone layers are the richest in Middle Jurassic fossils in the
trough of the Casimcea River. Note the abundance and exceptional conservation of Macrocephalitidae (cephalopod molluscs)
– quite singular – as well as the
diversity of clams. Vegetal
residue abounds in the
thickest areas of the
detritus layer (wood
fragments, branch
impressions and,
quite exceptionally, leaf impressions of

Phyllophyllum
c a u c a s i c u m ).
The fossil fauna
identified in the limesAutor: Marian Paiu
tone area of the natural
reserve includes sponges,
bryozoa, brachiopods, lamellibranchiata, ammonites, nautiloidea and echinoidea.
The fauna discovered in the digs was typical of EasternEuropean and Central-Asian steppes, indicating migrations from
the north (reindeer, Arctic fox etc.) and the south.
Point 19: This wondrous landscape is the result of soil
erosion, a complex process of erosion of the Earth’s mantle by
extraneous agents such as the wind and rain. It results in the formation of sedimentary rocks or landscapes such as defiles and
gorges. This gorgeous Dobruja landscape is made up of towers,
columns, pinnacles, and pyramids. The valley is bordered by tubular hard rocks filled with a core of brittle rock.

Autor: Marian Paiu
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Point 20: The Dobruja Gorge is a favourite with climbers. It is ideally suited for rock climbing because the landscape
is perfect and it is not too far away from Constanta. The first
climbing routes were developed in the early 80s by two young
climbers from Constanta. The area was then developed by climbers from Galati starting in the mid-90s. Climbing has many fans

in the area, and there are many routes marked with pitons and
indications of their respective name and degree of difficulty. Unfortunately, failure to comply with this code by local as well as
visiting climbers has caused the rock to be scarred needlessly by
bolting fixed anchors near fissures which would have been great
for free climbing.

downy oak, the Mahaleb cherry, the flowering ash, the smoke
tree and the lilac, being part of the silvosteppe shrub habitats
‘șibliacuri’.
This is a thermophile species, pronouncedly xerophyte, unpretentious to the type of soil, being able to grow on dry soils or
calcareous rocks.

Description of the main species found in this
protected area

The South European Flowering Ash (Fraxinus
ornus) is a tall shrub, or a small tree similar to the ash tree
(Fraxinus excelsior), which is a very close relative. This elegant
woody plant belongs to the Oleaceae Family.
It grows at a low height (10-14 m) and has a crooked strain
and a dark grey, smooth bark. The leaves are big (15-20 cm), in
opposite pairs, pinnate, with 5-9 leaflets; the leaflets are broad
ovoid, 5-10 cm long and 2-4 cm broad, with a finely serrated and
wavy margin, and short but distinct petiolules 5–15 mm long. The
South European Flowering Ash’s flowers are small, perfumed,
formed of 4 creamy white petals and 2 stamens. They are grouped in large, terminal blossoms, panicle-like. Unlike the ash tree,
the flowering ash blossoms after the leaves appear and only has
hermaphrodite flowers.
As a thermophile species, the flowering ash is important for
forestry, as it can be planted on degraded land, in warmer areas.
In comparison with the ash tree’s wood, the wood of the flowering
ash has less economic and esthetical importance. The bark is
used for producing paints, and the elastic, resistant wood is a
good material for veneers.

The Downy Oak, or Pubescent Oak (Quercus
pubescens), is a native tree of the region, with origins in
Southern Europe and South West Asia, from Northern Spain to
East, to the Crimeea and the Caucasus. In the Dobruja region,
this tree is part of sub-Mediterranean shrub habitats (șibliacuri),
along with the oriental hornbeam, South European flowering ash,
the blackthorn, the Mahaleb Cherry and the smoketree. The strain is usually irregular and crooked. The bark forms, early in its development, a brown-blackish retime, with thick and deep cracks,
in somewhat rectangular plates. The wood has good technological characteristics and is similar to the one of the Hungarian Oak,
but because of its small dimensions it is mostly used as fire wood.
Its crown is large and irregularly dispersed, rare and luminous.
The Mahaleb Cherry (Prunus mahaleb) is a
strong shrub which grows well on calcarous rocks or highly calcarous soils. It is a native tree, usually reaching low heights, like a
shrub, but sometimes growing up to 10 or 12 m. It reaches 40-60
cm in diameter; it resists drought, having strong roots. The strain
is usually short, with a smooth, brown-grey, smooth, shiny and
ringed bark. At mature specimens, the bark becomes black, longitudinally crossed, and the crown is strong and thickly ramified.
The flowers are small, white and smelling, grouped in
groups of 6-16. It blossoms in April-May. The fruits are small
drupes, very bitter, globular and black, with a diameter of approximately 6 mm. It bears fruit often and thoroughly, the fruits are
ripen between July and August and they are edible. The wood is
omogenous, hard and can be beautifully polished. It has a pleasant smell and is used in the making of different small objects,
such as pipes or cigarettes. It is also used in forest cultures, as
ornamental species.
The Oriental Hornbeam (Carpinus orientalis)
is a native shrub which rarely grows over 5 m in height, similar to
the hornbeam, but smaller in dimensions. The strain has smooth,
grey bark. The leaves are ovate or ovat oblongi, with an oblique
basis. They are lanceolate with serrulate margins, with bristles
along the veins.
Carpinus orientalis is native to the Apennine Peninsula,
the Balkan Peninsula, Hungary, Romania, the Krimea Peninsula, Turkey, the Caucasus and north Iran. In Romania, it grows
spontaneously in plains and on hills, in warm and relatively dry
locations, in forests and silvosteppe. It frequently grows in Dobruja, South Banat, West Oltenia, BuzăuHills, Munteniei Plain or
the Southern silvosteppe of Moldavia. Its northern limit of distribution in Romania is Roşcani-Iaşi, in the northern silvosteppe of
Moldavia.
It forms shrubberies on sunny hillsides, together with the

The Hackberries (Celtis glabrata)
This is a native species, with a bush-like appearance, rarely
arborescent. The stems are lean, brown, pubescent and geniculate. The leaves are smooth and shiny on the front side, but
hairless on the back, ovate, asymmetric, of 3-6 cm in length. The
fruits are globular drupes, of approximately 1 cm, yellow-orange,
with a shriveled kernel. The general distribution area of the Celtis galbrata is in the pontic area (Crimeea and Caucasus). In
Romania, this species is only present in the Dobrogea region:
Măcin Mountains, calcarous stones in Hârşova, Dobruja, Cheia.
Celtis Gabrata is a xerophyte, thermophile species, adapted
to a dry climate and calcarous, skeletal soils.
Shrubby Jasmine (Jasminum fruticans)
In the symbolic language of flowers, jasmine is associated
with grace, love and kindness, because it spreads its perfume
with so much generosity. Shrubby Jasmine grows as a small
shrub, with angular branches, bent leaves and yellow fragrant
flowers. This species of jasmine is a small shrub, of 1-2 meters
in height, with ramified strains and pubescent stalks. The leaves
are alternate, shortly petiolate or sessile, composed of smooth
folio (trifoliate), ovate-lanceolate, with rounded tips, pubescent
and persistent in mild winters.
The flowers are relatively small (1-1,5 cm in length, 2-3 cm
in diameter) very fragrant, tubular, with four or, more often, five
yellow petals. They are grouped in racem-like blossoms. The fruits are black berries. The Jasmine is thermophile and is distributes, as a wild species, in Europe, northern Africa and Minor Asia,
in Mediterranean regions. In the Romanian spontaneous flora,
Jasminum fruticans only grows in the Dobruja region (Ha-
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gieni and Dumbrăveni forests), in scrubland and among thorny
shrubberies.
Regarding soil quality and humidity, the plant is unpretentious, but it is very sensitive to the amount of light and warmth
it receives.
Jasmine is often found in Romanian gardens, as it
is mainly cultivated for decorative purposes. The common Jasmine, along with ornamental jasmine species, has been widely used, ever since antiquity, for
their officinal virtues. This species have certain
stimulant effects on the human organism, and
thus are exploited in traditional medicine, in
many European and Asian countries.
The Gold Bullet (Alyssum Saxatile)
This is a perennial plant,
resistant to drought, which
grows in sunny, rocky regions. The strain has many
thin ramifications, with
a length reaching
40 cm. The leaves are oblong,
Sursa foto: http://
puffy,
lanwww.flickriver.com/
ceolate and
photos/65595512@
silver. The flowers are small, with
N00/336530766/
rounded petals, oriented upward,
and colored in intense yellow. It
blossoms in April-May and forms dense shrubs, which colour
rocky walls in yellow.

tant to drought, with low height and flowers coloured in shades
of pale pink to violet. Very rarely, one can see a white version. It
usually blossoms in June-August, but we can also find it in the
second half of May, to late in November.
The flower grows at the end of several small strains, of 3-6
cm. It has approximately 2 cm in diameter. It is composed of 5
petals, serrated at the tip and hairy at the base. Towards the inside, the petals present dark points or small lines, forming a circle.
This is a rare, vulnerable plant, which only grows in Romania
and Bulgaria. It prefers rocky soils, with a calcareous substrate.
In Romania, it grows in the Carpathians, as well as in Dobruja
Mountains.
The pheasant’s eye, spring pheasant’s eye,
yellow pheasant’s eye or false hellebore (Adonis vernalis) is a protected plant. It is also called the Easter
Flower. It is a medicinal plant which grows in plain areas, but also
on calcarous soils, on sunny hillsides, pastures and hills. The
leaves are thin, similar to those of dill. Its flowers are big (they
reach 6-8 cm) and yellowgold. The fruit
is a polly-

Dianthus nardiformisis, a perennial species, resis-

Sursa foto: http://
www.panoramio.com/
photo/22631511

achene.
The legends
say that the tears that dropped from Jesus’ eyes, while he was
on the cross, transformed in these beautiful yellow flowers.

Sursa foto:
http://ishtardobrogea.blogspot.
ro/2011_06_01_
archive.html
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The caspian whipsnake (Dolichophis caspius) is the fastest, most aggressive snake in Romania. Because it is not poisonous, his bite can only be painful. This is the
largest snake species in Romania, reaching 3 meters in length.
The head is elongated and the eyes are relatively big, with round
pupils and well differentiated canthus. Its maxillary teeth are not
equal in length – they are longer at the back of the maxillary.
The tail is long and thin. Nineteen rows of smooth scales can
be found at the middle body, though rarely there may be seventeen. Dorsal scales each have two apical pores at the posterior
edge. The center of the scale is lighter in color than the edges.
The dorsal side is grey-brown and features markings which are
distinctive in juveniles and young snakes but fade with age. The
ventral side is light yellow or white, with 160-211 scales. The anal
side is devised, and the subcaudals are usually grouped in 87131 pairs.

angler, with 3-4 dark stripes. When it hovers, the wings are held
horizontally or slightly pointing upward. When hovering, the internal segment of the wing is raised, while the external one is
lowered, with the tips of the remiges bent upwards. While flying,
they present majestic wing beats, specific to eagles.

Autor: Peter Lengyel
The Eastern Four-lined Ratsnake (Elaphe
quatuorlineata sauromates) is one of the biggest snakes
in Romania large snake, sometimes reaching 2,6 meters. The
head and the tail are elongated, and the snout is obtuse. The
pupil is round, and the nostril is situated between the nasal and
post-nasal. The rostra is wider than tall, the frontal side is shorter
than the parietal. It has a big pre-ocular and a small sub-ocular.
It has 2-3 post oculars, 5 or 7 temporal and 8 (rarely 9) supralabials. It has 24 (rarely 23 or 27) weakly hulled dorsal scales,
disposed in a transversal row. It has 195-234 ventral plates, 5690 sub-caudals and its anal part is whole or devised.
The Eastern Four-lined Ratsnake is usually dark
brown or a reddish brown, on a yellowish background. The color
of the head is often dark brown, with a dark line starting from the
corner of its muzzle, characteristic to most species of the
Elaphe genre.
On the dorsal part of the body there are four
longitudinal rows of big brown spots, which is the
main reason why this snake is called the FourLined snake.
This reptile lives in steppe regions and
is known as a good, not very fast climber.
Its nutrition consists of rodents, birds and
some lizards, which it hunts and kills by
strangulation. It rarely bites, usually only
when it is captured.
The Short-toed Snake Eagle (Circaetus gallicus) lives in
mountain and depression regions. It
needs open space, because it feeds on
snakes and lizards. It is a very light-colored eagle. Its ventral part is colored in
shades of white, with its neck and goiter
usually brown. Its abdomen is spotted,
as well as the inferior parts of the wings,
but there is never a black spot at the joint.
The remige are dark or just grey at very light
specimens. (The light specimens have the tip
of their remige colored in intense black).The tail
is rather long and narrow and it ends in a right

The Montagu’s Harrier (Circus pygargus) is part of the
Falconiformes Order and Accipitridae Family.
The characteristics of this family are the strong, massive,
bent and sharp beak; the maxillary bents even from the basis
of the beak, forming a continuous semicircle until the tip. The
nostrils are sometimes covered in feathers; its fingers are very
strong, armed with hard, sharp claws. Females are always larger
than male specimens. They hunt in plains and agricultural lands,
early in the morning or in the evening. They mostly attack the
common quail, small mammals, lizards, frogs and large insects.
This is a common brooding bird, which nestles in marshes,
meadows, crops and young conifer plantations.
The Greater Horseshoe Bat (Rh. Ferrumequinum)
The name of this bat derives from the fold of skin on its
nose, which has the shape of a horseshoe and is sometimes
called ‘leaf-nose’; the soft hair on its back is brown-grey, and
white in the front. It nestles in attics, barns, mines and caves and
hibernates in cages. Its only cub is born in June-August. This is
a disappearing species in Europe. Its size reaches 5,7 -7,1 cm
plus a tail that can reach 4,3 cm, and wings with an amplitude of
up to 40 cm. It mainly feeds on flying insects.
This species is sedentary and uses caves and different
cavities as shelter throughout the year. Its feeding habitats include, deciduous forests in spring and meadows in summer/
autumn, but they often fly in gardens or rocky, hillside
areas.
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The Lesser Horseshoe Bat (Rhinolophus hipposideros)
The name of this species comes from
its horseshoe-shaped nose. This is one of
the smallest bat species in the world, weighting between 5 and 9 grams, with amplitude of the wings between 192-254 mm
and a body length of 35-45 mm. It has
strong legs, which it uses to grab rocks
and branches, and it has a very good sight, despite of its small eyes. Like most
bats, the Lesser Horseshoe Bats live
in colonies and hunt their prey with the
help of echolocation. Bats need flying
precision to spot and catch fast, mobile
insects while flying. It was observed that
the members of this species have this
precision: when a lesser horseshoe bat,
with wing amplitude of 25 cm, was introduces in a closed space, of 1 m long, 80 cm
wide and 30 cm in height, it flew around without touching the walls, the ceiling or the floor.
Myotis Emarginatus - Geoffroy’s
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Sursa foto: http://www.batlife.ro/?p=342&lang=ro
bat, a species of vesper bat, is a medium sized bat, which presents 6-7 transversal folds and distinct ridges on the external part
of the ear pavilion. Its summer and winter habitat are caves and
potholes. It feeds on spiders, flies and rarely night butterflies,
above scrublands, hedges, in meadows and pastures, and sometimes above water, in mountain and karstic areas. Females can
mate in their first year of life, but birth of cubs in this period was
not proved. Mating takes place in autumn, in contrast to other
European species which can mate during winter.
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CHAPTER IV
Casian Monastery – Dobruja in a couple of footsteps
The Casian area is one place in Dobruja where tranquillity
and peace of mind can convert you to the spirituality of monastic
life. It spans the middle segment of the Casimcea Valley, from
Pantelimon to Gura Dobrogei.
Trail name: Dobruja in a couple of footsteps
Access: Starting from Mihail Kogălniceanu, head for Târguşor, but before reaching it, cross the railway leading to Tulcea
and turn right on a narrow cobbled road leading to the
Casian Monastery.
Trail length/ Duration: 2 km/ 1 hour 30
minutes.
Target audience: children, students, undergraduates, adults;
Best time to visit: April to October
Required gear: casual clothes, knee-high boots (only if it rains).
Symbol: Dobruja.
The charmed land of Dobruja stands witness to
the passage of time and to the endurance of monastic
life. It is a land of beauty, old age, tranquillity
and spiritual life; the caves dotting
the area are known to have been
inhabited by hermits since ancient
times. Ecclesiastic life includes not
only solitary monks, but also places of worship, priests and congregations.
We set out on our journey at the holy Monastery of St. John
Cassian, which still preserves the tranquil spirit of monasticism.
Dobruja used to be a seat of Christian learning where famous
Scythian monks first formulated the doctrine of theopaschitism,
according to which Christ suffered during the crucifixion. The
people which St. Andrew found residing between the Danube
and the sea had its own beliefs, more closely related to magic
than religion, and no coherent philosophical or religious system.
These beliefs, as preserved in traditions related to the agrarian
and pastoral calendar, lasted under Roman rule until the end of
the 1st century, as indicated by the amulets and clay statuettes of
local gods. Soon after St. Andrew’s evangelisation, Christianity
spread quickly in Dobruja and was adopted as a matter of course, presumably as the new people about to be formed was ready
to receive Christ. However, the Gospels did not oust the ancient
gods; no temples were destroyed, no idols were crushed to the
ground, and no inner conflicts troubled the people’s conscience; instead, a popular version of pagan beliefs was adapted to
suit Christianity and has been preserved to this day. Dobruja is

strewn with monasteries such as Dervent, Celic Dere, the cave
of St Andrew the Apostle, all potent symbols of the locals’ faith.
We cannot go on without the briefest overview of local history. At the crossroads between one road connecting the North Sea
to the Black Sea across Central Europe, and another road connecting the port cities of the Eastern Mediterranean to the Black
Sea steppe, Dobruja has seen a tormented history. One army
followed another: the Persians, the Greeks, nomadic barbarians,
Islamic rule that cut us off from the sea and turned Dobruja into
a road for invading armies moving from
the Russian steppe to the Balkans
and Constantinople. The ancient
place of origin of the Romanian
people fell under the darkness of
barbarous rule, and was to rise to
civilisation again only after 1877.
The limestone mountains
prove that Dobruja was once a sea
floor. What few people know, though, is that
the bedrock consists of Precambrian greenschist
dating back to 0.5-2 billion years ago, which makes
it the oldest in the country; occasional rows of craggy
boulders rise to the surface as a result of weathering. The
overlaying limestone was formed during the Jurassic and
the Cretaceous; they still retain the shape of coral colonies, up to 15-30 m tall, resembling funnels, horseshoes,
pyramids, and erratic blocks that look like towers. The local
karst topography is interesting enough, with limestone cliffs,
poljes, sinkholes, small valleys, clints, holes and caves resulting from karst processes.
A rich and varied flora thrives on the ancient limestone,
from sub-Mediterranean shrubbery covering the humid valleys to
mahaleb cherry trees (Padus mahaleb), Oriental hornbeam
(Carpinus orientalis), shrubby jasmine (Jasminum fruticans) and crocuses (Crocus chrysanthus, Crocus
pallasii) on the hill sides. The natural, historical and geographic
features of Dobruja have given rise to a rich and varied flora, one
of a kind in the biodiversity of Romania. The local flora is Pontic, typical of the southern steppes of the Black Sea coast, and
abounds in Pontic, Balkan and Mediterranean species, which
makes it very distinct from the rest of the country. Endemic species include Campanula romanica, which can be seen on
the rocks along our trail, and Ornithogalum amphibolum.
The limestone cliffs are covered in saxicolous plants of particular
interest, such as Alyssum saxatile, Allium saxatile, Dianthus nardiformis, Parietaria serbica.
The local fauna is no less interesting; many characteristic
species give a Mediterranean feel to the region. Banded de-
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moiselles (Calopteryx splendens) swarm along the coast
during their migration. One can also spot the European pond
turtle (Emys orbicularis) and the Eastern four-lined ratsnake
(Elaphe quatuorlineata/ E. sauromates). Vipers can also
be found in Dobruja (the local horned viper, Vipera amodytes
montadoni), but the likelihood of actually coming across one is
low. The spur-thighed tortoise (Testudo graeca) and Lacerta
trilineata dobrogica, a green lizard, are typical of the region.
Hikers along the coastal trail will be thrilled to watch the bird
population. Suffice it to say that Dobruja is one of the main migration routes of the majority of migrating birds, from the Eastern
imperial eagle (Aquila heliaca), to the ambushing long-legged
buzzard (Buteo rufinus), the European nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus), the Saker falcon (Falco cherrug), the
black woodpecker (Dryocopus martius). The mammal species are equally varied, from the European hare (Lepus europaeus) to polecats (Vormela peregusna), foxes (Vulpes
vulpes), numerous European ground squirrel (Spermophilus
citellus) running across your path. Dobruja is also home to
endemic mammal species such as the European hamster (Cricetus cricetus), the marbled polecat (Vormela peregusna)
and the Southern birch mouse (Sicista subtilis).
Dobruja has seen a tumultuous history and has had a lot
to suffer either at the hands of nomadic peoples or as a result
of imperial conflict. The local Romanian population, no different
from the one to the south of the Danube, traditionally dealt in
agriculture, sheep rearing, bee keeping, fishing and growing
grapevines. Transhumance is a common trait of pastoral life; it
may be characteristic of certain ages or certain places only. However, it has always been a characteristic of Romanian pastoral
communities. Particularly when Dobruja was under foreign rule,
the annual transhumance of shepherds from Romania contributed greatly to the strengthening of both economic and spiritual
ties to “the country”.
The rocks covering 11 000 hectares have been silent witness to transhumance. Unless you are a geology buff, you may
find it hard to imagine that they are not just any plain old rocks
scorched by the sun, but former coral reefs that used to lie on the
floor of the Tethys Sea way back in the Jurassic. But to the tourist
these are mere details. Visitors don’t get to see the history, but
the beauty of the pristine landscape.
Local traditions such as “olăria”, “paparuda”, “sowing”,
“Epiphany” and wassailing can offer you a glimpse into Dobruja’s
past.
“Olăria” is a local tradition performed before Lent
in order to purify the air and drive away evil spirits.
“Paparuda” takes place on Easter Tuesday and consists of
sprinkling water over a group of girls or young women who visit all
the households in turn bearing flowers or green branches.
Sowing is a New Year custom in which children go from
one house to another, throwing grains of wheat and wishing for a
good harvest in the year to come.
A watchful guardian, the Saker falcon (Falco cherrug)
hovers above the area, in search of prey.
The endpoint of the trail is St. John Cassian’s Cave. A re-
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nowned theologian and a founder of monastic rule, the saint lived
here as an ascetic in the 4th century. The word “of the Cassians”,
inscribed in stone, is incontrovertible proof that the place belongs
to the Casian village. The closest human settlement relative to
the inscribed rock dates back to the saint’s time. The inscription
attests to the existence of a Cassian family which owned land
bordering on the cave hill. The saint wrote about the Cassians
as well-off people who could afford to provide their children with
a Christian education. The inscriptions are important because
they also mention the Lesser Cave, i.e. the Saint’s cave, which
was on the Cassians’ land. According to the Saint’s writings, the
cave was used for liturgical celebration and monks were living in
the vicinity. As indicated by its name and as a formerly inhabited
cave, Saint Cassian’s Cave is a religious landmark, occasionally
visited by pilgrims.
According to local legend, Saints Nicholas and Cassian
were on their way to a village, when they met a peasant who
asked them to help him get his wagon unstuck from the mud.
Cassian was reluctant to get his clean clothes soiled and stood
by the roadside, watching. Saint Nicholas, on the other hand,
rolled up his sleeves, went knee-deep into the mud and put his
shoulder to the wheel to get the wagon unstuck. God punished
Cassian by ordering that his feast be celebrated every four years,
on 29 February, whereas Saint Nicholas should be celebrated
twice every year. The monastery may be isolated in the middle of
the Dobrujan wilderness, atop a solitary hill, miles away from any
human settlement, but when you reach it, you still get the feeling
that everything is possible with divine intervention.
Theme: “Dobruja in a couple of footsteps”
Point 1: Like an open-air museum, Dobruja is scattered
with the remains of ancient civilisations; this was the first Romanian territory to come into contact with the Gospel, which is why
Christians refer to is as “the Romanian Bethlehem”. According to
tradition, Christianity was preached in Dobruja in the 1st century
by St. Andrew and his disciples, then it spread around due to
the evangelisation work carried out by bishops, priests, monks
and members of the Christian community. The people which St.
Andrew found residing between the Danube and the sea had its
own beliefs, more closely related to magic than religion, and no
coherent philosophical or religious system. These beliefs, as preserved in traditions related to the agrarian and pastoral calendar,
lasted under Roman rule until the end of the 1st century, as indicated by the amulets and clay statuettes of local gods.
Point 2: Casian Monastery was built in 2001 by Iustin Petre, the father superior. The monastery is built in white lime stone
quarried from the area. The nearby Casian cave is a prominent
attraction for pilgrims who come from all over the country to visit.
Point 3: We cannot go on without the briefest overview of
local history. At the crossroads between one road connecting the
North Sea to the Black Sea across Central Europe, and another
road connecting the port cities of the Eastern Mediterranean to
the Black Sea steppe, Dobruja has seen a tormented history.
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forest steppe scrub. It is an undemanding species when it comes to
soil requirements, and it can grow
on dry soil and limestone. There is
also the downy oak (Quercus pubescens), with its broad, sparse
and irregular crown.
The manna ash (Fraxinus
ornus) and the smoke tree (Cotinus coggygria) also grow in
the area, and on the cliffs there
may be the occasional hackberry
bush (Celtis glabrata), which is
adapted to a dry climate and poor,
limey soils.

One army followed another: the Persians, the Greeks, nomadic
barbarians, Islamic rule that cut us off from the sea and turned
Dobruja into a road for invading armies moving from the Russian
steppe to the Balkans and Constantinople. The ancient place of
origin of the Romanian people fell under the darkness of barbarous rule, and was to rise to civilisation again only after 1877.
Point 4: From the monastery we head towards the
cave, across a limestone plateau covered in specific vegetation.
The flora in this area is of particular importance because
it includes some very rare plants which do not grow anywhere else in Romania, including Achillea leptophylla, a yellow
yarrow species which is so rare as to be considered in danger of
extinction in Romania.
Point 5: The wood species on the plateau include the Oriental hornbeam (Carpinus orientalis) that forms a shrubbery
on the sunny hillside, along with the downy oak, the mahaleb
cherry, the manna ash, the smoke tree, the lilac, as part of the
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6 is a vantage point
which gives tourists a bird’s eye
view of the awe-inspiring gorges. The spectacular view includes
majestic cliffs and the scenic man-made lake.
Point 7: The limestone mountains prove that Dobruja was
once a sea floor. What
few people know, thouAutor: Marian Paiu
gh, is that the bedrock
consists of Precambrian
greenschist dating back
to 0.5-2 billion years
ago, which makes it
the oldest in the country; occasional rows of
craggy boulders rise to
the surface as a result
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of weathering. The overlaying limestone was formed during the
Jurassic and the Cretaceous; they still retain the shape of coral
colonies, up to 15-30 m tall, resembling funnels, horseshoes, pyramids, and erratic blocks that look like towers. The local karst
topography is interesting enough, with limestone cliffs, poljes,
sinkholes, small valleys, clints, holes and caves resulting from
karst processes.
Point 8: Various reptile species may be spotted along this
trail, including the Caspian whipsnake (Dolichophis caspius),
the fastest and most aggressive in Romania, but not a venomous
one. You may be thrilled to see the Eastern four-lined ratsna-
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ke (Elaphe quatuorlineata sauromates) and Lacerta
trilineata dobrogica, a green lizard. The Eastern four-lined
ratsnake is one of the largest snakes in Romania, up to 160 cm in
length, and very strong. A good climber, it is rather slow and will
only bite if captured.
Reptiles are having a hard time because of the loss of habitat, the expansion of residential and industrial areas, the building
of dams and limestone quarries. Turning steppe into agricultural
land has deprived wildlife of more than 70% of its natural habitat.
Point 9: Hikers along the coastal trail will be thrilled to
watch the bird population. Suffice it to say that Dobruja is one
of the main migration routes of the majority of migrating birds,
from the Eastern imperial eagle (Aquila heliaca), to the ambushing long-legged buzzard (Buteo rufinus), the European
nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus), the Saker falcon (Falco
cherrug), the black woodpecker (Dryocopus martius).
Point 10: The mammal species are equally varied, from
the European hare (Lepus europaeus) to polecats (Vormela peregusna), foxes (Vulpes vulpes), numerous European
ground squirrel (Spermophilus citellus) running across your
path. Dobruja is also home to endemic mammal species such
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as the European hamster (Cricetus cricetus), the marbled
polecat (Vormela peregusna) and the Southern birch mouse
(Sicista subtilis).
Point 11: Dobruja has seen a tumultuous history and has
had a lot to suffer either at the hands of nomadic peoples or as a
result of imperial conflict. The local Romanian population, no different from the one to the south of the Danube, traditionally dealt
in agriculture, sheep rearing, bee keeping, fishing and growing
grapevines.
Point 12: Transhumance is a common trait of pastoral life;
it may be characteristic of certain ages
or certain places only. However, it has
always been a characteristic of Romanian pastoral communities. Particularly
when Dobruja was under foreign rule,
the annual transhumance of shepherds
from Romania contributed greatly to the
strengthening of both economic and spiritual ties to “the country”. The rocks covering 11 000 hectares have been silent
witness to transhumance.
Point 13: Local traditions such
as “olăria”, “paparuda”, “sowing”,
“Epiphany” and wassailing can offer
you a glimpse into transhumance and
Dobruja’s past.
“Olaria”, also known as
“Oraria” or “Hurhumbalu”, depending on the village, is a local
tradition performed before Lent
in order to purify the air and drive away evil spirits.
Huge bonfires of vegetal waste or fodder are lit on top of the hills,
in a symbolic act or burning up old vegetation to make room for
the new one. Cartwheels wrapped in straw are rolled downhill to
symbolize the sun’s course across the sky and to drive away evil
from the community.
Point 14: “Paparuda” takes place on Easter Tuesday
and consists of sprinkling water over a group of girls or young

sursa: http://
www.info-delta.
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women who visit all the households in turn bearing flowers or
green branches. Young or old, the women sing and dance for
the rain to come and the host sprinkles them with water or they
do it themselves.
Point 15: Sowing is a New Year custom in which children
go from one house to another, throwing grains of wheat and wishing for a good harvest in the year to come.
A post-Easter custom, the Caloian is the ritual burial of a
clay doll, followed by exhumation, dismemberment and scattering of the doll pieces around the fields, to ensure fertility, good
harvest and the regeneration of plants.

Point 18: Saint John Cassian is the founder of Western
monastic rule, whose teaching served as a guide for generations of monks. He was said to give such masterful descriptions
of the soul and its workings, that he almost impels the readers
into acknowledging and avoiding the error of their ways, even if
before it had all been unclear to the readers.

Point 16: Many tourists would like to go searching for the
stones inscribed by St. John Cassian himself. The inscriptions
attest to the existence of a Cassian family which owned land bordering on the cave hill. One of the best known inscriptions reads
“OROI CASIANOUN KAI SPILOUHA” (the Cassians’ border and
the Lesser Cave); it endured through time and the historical turmoil that Dobruja was subjected to.
Point 17: Stairs were hewn into the hillside to facilitate
access to the cave, as the monks wanted to make it easier for
tourists to reach it. The renowned Byzantine theologian and founder of monastic rule chose this cave for his ascetic life. Today,
Christian pilgrims come from all over the country to visit. Traces
of habitation were found dating from the 1st century BCE to the
10th century CE.
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Point 19: According to local legend, Saints Nicholas and
Cassian were on their way to a village, when they met a peasant
who asked them to help him get his wagon unstuck from the mud.
Cassian was reluctant to get his clean clothes soiled and stood
by the roadside, watching. Saint Nicholas, on the other hand,
rolled up his sleeves, went knee-deep into the mud and put his
shoulder to the wheel to get the wagon unstuck. God punished
Cassian by ordering that his feast be celebrated every four years,
on 29 February, whereas Saint Nicholas should be celebrated
twice every year. The monastery may be isolated in the middle of
the Dobrujan wilderness, atop a solitary hill, miles away from any
human settlement, but when you reach it, you still get the feeling
that everything is possible with divine intervention.
According to another legend, in storms and rainy weather
one can hear a wailing sound, supposedly coming from a nearby cave where the Romans are said to have walled up alive the
families of unruly Dacians. Many shepherds claim to have heard
this wailing coming from the skies.
Point 20: A true blessing in the parched landscape, a
spring flows several hundred meters away from the monastery.
There is a sign showing the way to the spring, and a path winds
its way among the shrubs to the Clearing of the Cross. A well was
built in 2006 so that everyone might enjoy the clear, cool water,
be they pilgrims or tourists. A cross placed near the well serves
as a reminder of St. John Cassian’s Dobrujan origins.
Description of the main species found in this
protected area
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The Oriental Hornbeam (Carpinus orientalis)
is a native shrub which rarely grows over 5 m in height, similar to
the hornbeam, but smaller in dimensions. The strain has smooth,
grey bark. The leaves are ovate or ovat oblongi, with an oblique
basis. They are lanceolate with serrulate margins, with bristles
along the veins.
Carpinus orientalis is native to the Apennine Peninsula,
the Balkan Peninsula, Hungary, Romania, the Krimea Peninsula, Turkey, the Caucasus and north Iran. In Romania, it grows
spontaneously in plains and on hills, in warm and relatively dry
locations, in forests and silvosteppe. It frequently grows in Dobruja, South Banat, West Oltenia, BuzăuHills, Munteniei Plain or
the Southern silvosteppe of Moldavia. Its northern limit of distribution in Romania is Roşcani-Iaşi, in the northern silvosteppe of
Moldavia.
It forms shrubberies on sunny hillsides, together with the
downy oak, the Mahaleb cherry, the flowering ash, the smoke
tree and the lilac, being part of the silvosteppe shrub habitats
‘șibliacuri’.
This is a thermophile species, pronouncedly xerophyte, unpretentious to the type of soil, being able to grow on dry soils or
calcareous rocks.
The smoketree (Cotinus coggygria) is a species of
flowering plant in the family Anacardiaceae, native to a large area
from southern Europe, east across central Asia and the Himalayas to northern China. It is a multiple-branching shrub growing to
5–7 m (16–23 ft) tall with an open, spreading, irregular habit, only
rarely forming a small tree. The leaves are 3-8 cm long rounded
ovals, green with a waxy glaucous sheen. The autumn colour can
be strikingly varied, from peach and yellow to scarlet. The flowers
are numerous, produced in large inflorescences 15–30 cm (5.9–
12 in) long; each flower 5-10 mm diameter, with five pale yellow
petals. Most of the flowers in each inflorescence abort, elongating into yellowish-pink to pinkish-purple feathery plumes (when
viewed en masse these have a wispy ‘smoke-like’ appearance,
hence the common name) which surround the small (2-3 mm)
drupaceous fruit that do develop.
In our country can be found at the edges or forest glades,
forming thickets, especially in Dobruja and Banat.
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southeastern Europe, where it grows on rocky hills. It is a woody
plant species that appears to us as spontaneous, cultivated or
wild. Lilac appears as a shrub or tree, with brown-gray bark, with
a modest size (3-8 m). This has a spherical crown and airy. Lilac
leaves are petiolate, oval to cordate, with pinnate leaf venation,
a mucronate apex and an entire margin. They are arranged in
opposite pairs or occasionally in whorls of three. The flowers

Sursa foto:http://commons.wikimedia.
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have a tubular base to the corolla, usually lilac to mauve, occasionally white. They are arranged in a dense, terminal panicle
and are very perfumed. They consist of four petals, overgrown
based on the form of a tube, being collected in large inflorescences (approx. 15 cm), panicle type. Lilac prefers neutral to slightly
alkaline soils with good drainage. For a good species development needs direct light.
Plant is holding up well to heat, and pollution.

The manna ash (Fraxinus ornus) is a tall shrub
or short tree similar to ash (Fraxinus excelsior), which is related
closely. This elegant woody plant belongs to the Oleaceae family.
The manna ash has a low height (10-14 m), with crooked body
and the bark is smooth and bay. Flowers are small, fragrant, with
4 yellowish-white petals, 2 stamens. They are gathered in large
inflorescences, terminal panicle type.
As wood thermophilic species, manna ash can be planted
on degraded land in warmer areas. The wood is not so important
economically and aesthetically speaking, compared to common
ash. The bark has tinctorial qualities (used in paint) and wood,
elastic, pliable and durable, is a good material for wood veneers.

The Downy Oak, or Pubescent Oak (Quercus
pubescens), is a native tree of the region, with origins in
Southern Europe and South West Asia, from Northern Spain to
East, to the Crimeea and the Caucasus. In the Dobruja region,
this tree is part of sub-Mediterranean shrub habitats (șibliacuri),
along with the oriental hornbeam, South European flowering ash,
the blackthorn, the Mahaleb Cherry and the smoketree. The strain is usually irregular and crooked. The bark forms, early in its development, a brown-blackish retime, with thick and deep cracks,
in somewhat rectangular plates. The wood has good technological characteristics and is similar to the one of the Hungarian Oak,
but because of its small dimensions it is mostly used as fire wood.
Its crown is large and irregularly dispersed, rare and luminous.

The lilac ((Syringa Vulgaris) is a species of Syringa in the olive family Oleaceae, native to the Balkan Peninsula in

Achillea leptophylla
The generic name comes from Achilles, the legendary hero

of the Trojan War, who discovered the plant and used it
to treat the soldiers’
wounds. The plant
is whitish gray
and has one or
more stems,
simple
or
sometimes
branched,
12-30
cm
high.
The
root is also
rich branched,
rhizome rarely.
Leaves are linear,
2-4 cm
Sursa foto: http://mybiosis.info/blogs/index.ph l o n g
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wide, double pinnate; presents short segments with 2 teeth or
complete. The flowers are yellow.
The caspian whipsnake (Dolichophis caspius) is the fastest, most aggressive snake in Romania. Because it is not poisonous, his bite can only be painful. This is the
largest snake species in Romania, reaching 3 meters in length.
The head is elongated and the eyes are relatively big, with round
pupils and well differentiated canthus. Its maxillary teeth are not
equal in length – they are longer at the back of the maxillary. The
tail is long and thin. Nineteen rows of smooth scales can be found
at the middle body, though rarely there may be seventeen. Dorsal
scales each have two apical pores at the posterior edge. The
center of the scale is lighter in color than the edges. The dorsal
side is grey-brown and features markings which are distinctive in
juveniles and young snakes but fade with age. The ventral side
is light yellow or white, with 160-211 scales. The anal side is devised, and the subcaudals are usually grouped in 87-131 pairs.
It is a species of Community interest that requires strict

protection. Is protected by Law 13 of 1993, by which Romania
ratified the Berne Convention and the European Directive 92/43/
EEC, and has the status of vulnerable species.
The Eastern Four-lined Ratsnake (Elaphe
quatuorlineata sauromates) is one of the biggest snakes
in Romania large snake, sometimes reaching 2,6 meters. The
head and the tail are elongated, and the snout is obtuse. The
pupil is round, and the nostril is situated between the nasal and
post-nasal. The rostra is wider than tall, the frontal side is shorter
than the parietal. It has a big pre-ocular and a small sub-ocular.
It has 2-3 post oculars, 5 or 7 temporal and 8 (rarely 9) supralabials. It has 24 (rarely 23 or 27) weakly hulled dorsal scales,
disposed in a transversal row. It has 195-234 ventral plates, 5690 sub-caudals and its anal part is whole or devised.
The Eastern Four-lined Ratsnake is usually dark
brown or a reddish brown, on a yellowish background. The color
of the head is often dark brown, with a dark line starting from
the corner of its muzzle, characteristic to most species of the
Elaphe genre.
On the dorsal part of the body there are four longitudinal
rows of big brown spots, which is the main reason why this snake
is called the Four-Lined snake.
This reptile lives in steppe regions and is known as a good,
not very fast climber. Its nutrition consists of rodents, birds and
some lizards, which it hunts and kills by strangulation. It rarely
bites, usually only when it is captured.
Elaphe sauromates is protected by Law 13 of 1993,
by which Romania ratified the Berne Convention, the European
Directive 92/43/EEC, Law 462/20001 on protected natural areas,
natural habitats, wild flora and fauna and Natura 2000.
The Eastern Imperial Eagle (Aquila heliaca) is
a large species of bird of prey of the order Falconiformes. The
Eastern Imperial Eagle is a large eagle with a length of 72–90 cm
(28–35 in), a wingspan of 1.8–2.16 m. Pairs are monogamous
and every year they return to the old nest. It is placed on top of a
tree, very visible. It uses the thick branches of the tree as a base,
covering the holes with grass and feathers from their bodies. The
female lays usually two eggs (rarely three or four). Incubation
lasts 43 days, after which appear white chicks, of
which only the strongest will get to leave the nest,
others dying before. They fly for the first time in two
months and in winter migrates alone, seeking pair
for next summer. In freedom lives about 21 years,
and in captivity can reach up to 44.
The Eastern Imperial Eagle is a vulnerable
species in all their area of distribution being endangered in Europe. The situation has improved
somewhat since Imperial Eagle was declared a
protected species.
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Long-legged Buzzard (Buteo rufinus)
it is similar in appearance to the Roughlegged Buzzard (Buteo lagopus), but it is
larger and more robust. This is one of the
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largest species of Buteo. It is part of the order: Accipitriformes, family Accipitridae. They are medium-sized
raptors and are often seen hovering. There are many
different colour forms, but usually Long-leggeds have
a clear orange tint to the plumage, red or orange tail,
pale head and largely white underwings. There is
usually a distinctive black carpal patch and dark trailing edge to the wing. The rump and “trousers” are often dark or deep rufous. Plumage varies from ghostly
pale individuals to very dark ones. Some plumages
are almost similar to those of the Steppe Buzzard, the
eastern subspecies of the Common Buzzard (Buteo
buteo vulpinus), but Long-legged Buzzards have longer wings and are more like Rough-Legged buzzards
or even a small Aquila eagle.They feed on small animals they catch them on the ground. When slipping
through the air easily holds its wings raised, but left
off at the elbow.

Nightjar usually fly at night just after the sun goes down and
returns to its nest in the morning. Because besides sheepfolds
are many mosquitoes and flies, especially when is milking time,
Nightjar can be seen frequently “inspecting” area with wide open
beak and fluttering wings. Milking time, a bird flying nearby with
beak open and ... that’s legend.
The Saker Falcon (Falco cherrug) is a very large
falcon, larger than the Lanner Falcon and almost as
large as Gyrfalcon at 45–55 cm (18-22 inches) length with a wingspan of 105–130 cm (42-50 inches).
Its broad blunt wings give it a shadow similar to Gyrfalcon, but its plumage is more similar to a Lanner
Falcon’s. Saker Falcons have brown upperbellies and
contrasting grey flight feathers. The head and underparts are paler brown, with streaking from the breast
down. Males (called sakrets in falconry) and females
are similar, as are young birds, although these tend

The European Nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus) is the only representative of the nightjar family of birds in most of Europe and temperate Asia. It is
a late migrant, seldom appearing before the end of April
or beginning of May. It occurs throughout northern and
central Europe, and winters in Africa, as far south as the
Cape. The length is 25–30 cm (9.8–12 in), the body mass
is 50–100 g (1.8–3.5 oz) and the wingspan is 53–61 cm
(21–24 in) he plumage of the adult Nightjar is lichen-grey,
barred and streaked with buff, chestnut and black. The under parts are barred. White spots on primaries and white
tips to the outer tail feathers are characters of the male; in
the young male these are buff. The bill is black, the legs
reddish brown.
Nightjar is a bird with the beak small, but very open,
so they can catch insects in flight, like swallows. It lays its
eggs in sand or rocky ground in the forest. When an enemy
approaches the nest Nightjar When an enemy approaches
the nest Nightjar gapes the beak, trying to impress with
its colorful interior, raises wings and makes a threatening
sound. In spring nights, his voice has a strong resonance.

Sursa: http://ibc.
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to be a duller brown. Males weigh 730-990
grams, 970-1300 grams females.
Adults can be distinguished from the similar Lanner Falcon since the Lanner is bluegrey above with a reddish back to the head.
However, juveniles of the two species can be
very similar although the Saker Falcon always
has a uniformly buff top of the head with dark
streaks, and a less clear pattern on the sides
of the head.
The European Hare (Lepus europae-

nus) is one of the largest living lagomorphs. Its head and body
length can range from 60 to 70cm with a tail length of 7 to 13
cm. The body mass can range from 4 to 4.5 kg. The fur colour is
grizzled yellow-brown on the back; rufous on the shoulders, legs,
neck and throat; white on the underside and black on the tail and
ear tips. The European hare’s fur does not turn completely white
in the winter,[13] although the sides of the head and base of the
ears do develop white areas. Females give birth after a gestation
period of 42 days, 2-4 litters, rarely 6. From spring to fall, gives
birth to 3-5 generations.
It feeds exclusively on plants, grasses, stems, leaves, buds,
bark of trees or young trees. After 6-7 days of lactation, litters leave the couch and look for their own food. In freedom they reach
the age of 7-8 years, 9-10 years in captivity.
The marbled polecat (Vormela peregusna)
has been known since antiquity. The Romans used them
for hunting rabbits. In the Middle Ages they were kept inside houses and on ships for the control of mice and rats.
According to some authors, the polecat is a result of
crossing species. It has a length of 29 - 35 cm, and weighs
up to 600 grams. This mammal is a carnivore and hunts
mainly small rodents, but can attack birds, reptiles, amphibians and can eat even fruits and herbs. The marbled polecat is a
solitary species and is active at night. When he feels a danger, he
secretes a smelly liquid with anal glands. If the danger persists
arches his back very hard, shows his teeth like a cat and in the
last phase, huffs.

Sursa foto: http://www.biolib.cz/en/image/id10436/

Their numbers are not known at large, and it decreases,
mainly due to land use. On the Red List, they are categorized as
low risk, but there are also highly vulnerable populations. They
are protected by the Berne Convention, and is preparing a zoo
breeding program to save from extinction.
Red fox (Vulpes vulpes) is the largest of the true
foxes and the most geographically spread member of the Carnivora. Red fox is part of the family Canidae, with dog, wolf, jackal,
raccoon, etc.

Sursa foto: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Vulpes_vulpes_at_
Cape_Newenham.jpg

Although
in most areas of the
world is found in the color
we all know that is red, it can be quite varied coloring from red
to yellow-gray. Fox is a nocturnal, solitary that is active in the
night. Day sleeps and leaves the burrow at night to hunt. When
is hungry or need to feed litters, dare to come out and during the
day in order to find food. Also, the fox can be seen during the day,
during mating. As in the case of other animals, fox designate a
territory larger or smaller depending on the source of food and
its ability to defend it.
Red foxes are omnivores with a highly varied diet. They primarily feed on small, mouse-like rodents like voles, mice, ground
squirrels, hamsters, gerbils, woodchucks, pocket gophers and
deer mice. Red foxes readily eat plant material and in some areas, fruit can amount to 100% of their diet in autumn.
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CHAPTER V
Allah Bair – The Story of a Blade of Grass
“Allah Bair” is a complex natural reserve featuring points of
geological, palaeontological and botanical interest. “The hill of
Allah” became a protected area under Decision 31 of the County
Council of Constanţa. Law 5/2000 granted it the status of protected natural are of national interest, with a surface are of 10
hectares.
Trail name: The Story of a Blade of Grass
Access: By the national road connecting Constanţa and
Hârşova, up to Crucea, then down the county road to the village
of Băltăgeşti, which lies north of the hill.
Trail length/duration: 3 km / 2
hours
Target audience: children, students, undergraduates, adults;
Best time to visit: April to October
Required gear: casual clothes, kneehigh boots (only if it rains).
Symbol: a blade of grass.
Once upon a time there was a blade of grass
like any other blade of grass. It lived in a fantastic
world where things were as simple as they were beautiful and full of mystery. Its friend the Sun would smile
down on it every day, giving it the power to survive
through a new day. Even if the Sun gave it the will to
live, it was the Rain that fed it, consoled it and healed its
wounds with its magical drops.
The blade of grass was friendly. It loved all creatures and smiled when they came near, befriending them
all. This blade of grass welcomes us to the Hill of Allah, a
wonderful part of Dobruja. The starting point of the trail is
the Crucea Monastery, a place of worship and meditation
located about 5 km away from the eponymous village, on a
green plateau between the hills of Allah. Founded on 1 July
2005 and completed in 2007, the monastery is built in wood,
in the typical style of Maramureş.
The Crucea Monastery was built near a healing spring
which inspired the main feast day of the monastery, the Life-Giving Spring, said to have healing powers. One of the local legends speaks of a spring that has its source on the hill top, much
above the water table, and flows steadily in all seasons. Legend
has it that a long time ago a blind man passed by the spring; he
heard the water and bent down to drink, then he washed his face
in the spring and miraculously regained his sight. The spring is
deemed sacred not only by the locals, but also by the thousands
of pilgrims that come here every year.

The belief in the healing properties of the spring seems to
have been taken over by the Orthodox Romanians from the local
Muslim population. The members of the Muslim community used
to bathe in it and to hang handkerchiefs or strips of cloth near the
spring, probably as a testament to their presence. These ritual
gestures were taken over by the Christian community as well.
The steppe vegetation is typical of the area, and it does justice to the rocky landscape. It stands out as a stripe running from
the foot of the hill to the scraggy areas.
About 270 plant species of various origins
(Pontic, Balkan, Pontic-Mediterranean, PonticBalkan) can be found here. One companion of the
blade of grass is the native bellflower, Campanula
romanica, which grows endemically on rocky ground and in the fissures of limestone rocks, wherever
a thin layer of soil was created out of wind-blown
dust.
Scattered among the thousands of blades of
grass there are also the Siberian bellflower (Campanula sibirica), the grape hyacinth (Muscari
racemosum), Haplophyllum suaveolens,
Echinops ruthenicus and Inula oculus-christi.
A less dense steppe vegetation grows on the
rocky, sheer cliffs and the scree, including Dianthus
nardiformis, a yarrow species (Achillea coarctata), the iris (Iris pumila), Convolvulus cantabrica and the pheasant’s eye (Adonis vernalis).
This area is a small pocket of Ponto-Sarmatic steppe with about 30 rare, limestone-loving plant species of
Pontic, Balkan and Mediterranean origin; some of them,
such as Agropyron cristatum ssp. Brandzae, are
of particular interest because of their conservation status.
Small animals hide from predators among the leaves
of grass. The lush undergrowth is home to the common
vole (Microtus arvalis), the European hare (Lepus
europaeus) and the southern white-breasted hedgehog
(Erinaceus concolor). The mole (Talpa europaea),
the European ground squirrel (Spermophilus citellus),
and the lesser mole rat (Spalax leucodon) dig their galleries
underground, creating networks of tunnels where they can raise
their young until they are old enough to find their own way in the
tunnels.
The majestic trees in the area started out among the blades
of grass. The tree seeds inadvertently carried by humans or more
likely birds and small animals ended up on the ground. Sheltered by the grass, they managed to survive and grow into tiny
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plantlets, only to become the towering trees of today. There are many
woody species in Allah Bair; some of
them are protective, such as the rose
(Rosa sp.), the Oriental hornbeam
(Fraxinus ornus), the European
cornel (Cornus mas.), the common
dogwood (Cornus sanguinea),
the hawthorn (Crataegus sp.), but
the Scots pine (Pinus silvestris)
is prevalent. The pines were planted
by the local forest managers and they
grew into a wonderful copse that covers the Hill of Allah.
Being so hard to reach by humans (some areas are nearly inaccessible due to the brittleness of the
loess), many ravines are the ideal
home for various nesting birds, such
as the European roller (Coracias
garrulus), falcons (Falco sp.), the
European nightjar (Caprimulgus
europaeus), the lesser spotted
Autor: Marian Paiu
eagle (Aquila pomarina) etc. The
European rollers are vividly coloured
birds that keep at a wary distance from any strangers in their
environment. Natural selection has enabled them not only to spot
danger in good time, but also to keep a safe distance from any
threat. They build their nests in trees and look after their young
until they are able to fend for themselves. The nests are made
from twigs collected from the ground, intertwined with leaves of
grass that ensure some degree of comfort for the hatchlings.
The grassy carpet provides not only a home but also food
for the local herbivores. The fact that the best grass is grazed by
domestic livestock means that the wildlife must settle for marginal, less favourable sources of feed. As long as the number of
domestic grazers is not excessive, their presence is not a threat
to the local biodiversity; sheep and goats are free to graze here.
The wild boar (Sus scrofa), the fox (Vulpes vulpes) and the
marbled polecat (Vormela peregusna) lie in wait in the undergrowth, waiting for their prey. A moment of carelessness is
enough for the fox to grab its prey.
The grass growing here reaches the highest altitude in
Dobruja. At 204 m, Allah Bair is the highest point in Constanţa
county.
As we said, there is no better story teller than the blade of
grass that can share the legends of days gone by.
Theme: A grassroots story
Point 1: The Monastery of the Life-Giving
Spring was founded on 1 July 2005. Construction started in
August 2005 and was completed in 2007 in the architectural style
of Maramureş.
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Point 2: One of the attractions is the Life-Giving Spring,
said to have healing powers. One of the local legends speaks of
a spring that has its source on the hill top, much above the water
table, and flows steadily in all seasons. Legend has it that a long
time ago a blind man passed by the spring; he heard the water
and bent down to drink, then he washed his face in the spring and
miraculously regained his sight.
Since then, the spring has been deemed sacred not only by
the locals, but also by the thousands of pilgrims that come here
every year.
Point 3: One
curious fact about the
spring is its steady
flow, irrespective of
the season or weather
conditions. This has
strengthened the believers’ faith in the
healing powers of the
spring.
The source of the
spring is near the top
of the hill, much above
the water table, and it
has become a favourite spot with the faithful
or the merely curious.
Point 4. The
belief in the healing

Autor: Marian Paiu

properties of the spring seems to have been taken over by the
Orthodox Romanians from the local Muslim population. The
members of the Muslim community used to bathe in it and to
hang handkerchiefs or strips of cloth near the spring, probably as
a testament to their presence. These ritual gestures were taken
over by the Christian community as well. The spring was also the
inspiration for the main feast of the monastery, the Life-Giving
Spring.
Point 5. Once
refreshed at the LifeGiving Spring, we
go on our trail
through the
pine copse,
negotiating
a
rather
difficult
path that
leads to a
wonderful
spot.
The
pine plantation
belongs to the
local forest manaAutor: Marian Paiu
gement authority and
was planted on the Hill
of Allah 30 years ago, between
1986 and 1989, when a reforestation campaign was developed
in Constanţa.
Point 6: The mystic copse growing on the hill consists of
black pine (Pinus nigra), often used in plantations in Romania, especially on poor, thin, rocky soils where other species. Its
closest relative is the Banat black pine, which grows on small
areas in the Banat.

bird’s eye view of the surroundings and the Crucea commune.
The Hill of Allah is also a reserve of geological and palaeontological interest, with Jurassic limestone deposits dating to the time
when the mixture of quartz and phosphates was just beginning to
solidify. We might even find fossils among the massive limestone
boulders.
Point 10: The Jurassic fauna is well illustrated by all the
major groups of invertebrates, from the protozoa to the echinodermata, as well as vertebrates.
Point 11: Having reached the top of the first hill, standing
by the small wooden cross – a symbol of faith – we can see the
various inscriptions left in stone by tourists who felt like leaving
their mark for posterity. If you’re ever in the area, remember to
do the same.
Point 12: We leave the “message board” behind and we

Autor: Marian Paiu
make our slow descent to an area that connects this hillock to
the highest point in Constanţa, the Hill of Allah. This is a rocky
transition area that hides some important evidence of the passage of time.

Point 7: The animals come out to play in the shade of
the majestic trees. A frequent sight is the fox (Vulpes vulpes),
Point 13: The rocky area provides protection and shelter
a solitary, mainly nocturnal creature. The fox is a consummate
to many reptiles. The best known are the Caspian whipsnake
carnivore that eats whatever it can catch, from fawns to insects. It
(Dolichophis caspius), the fastest and most aggressive in
preys on many rodents; along with the common buzzard, it is one
Romania (but not a venomous species), and the Eastern fourof the greatest enemies of these pests. If no other food is
available, it will eat fruit, honeycombs, the eggs and chicks
Autor: Marian Paiu
of birds that build their nests too close to the ground. Foxes
never hunt in packs, and if the prey manages to get away
the fox will chase it like a hound.
Point 8: Scattered among the towering black pines
is dwarf sedge (Carex humilis), a newcomer to the Dobrujan landscape, which is very well adapted to limey soils.
Point 9: The pine forest does not cover the hill top,
which affords us a view of the grand limestone cliffs towering
over the monastery and the healing spring. We can get a
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lined ratsnake (Elaphe quatuorlineata sauromates). This
is one of the largest snakes in Romania, up to 160 cm in length,
and very strong. A good climber, it is rather slow and will only
bite if captured.
Point 14: Allah Bair is home to 270 plant species, mainly petrophilic species of Pontic, Balkanic, Pontic-Mediterranean
and Pontic-Balkan origin. The conservation status of steppe
species growing on limey soils is relatively good, with rare and
endemic species being well conserved. The phytogeography of
the area is flora is typical of the Danube and the Black Sea coast,
with geobotanical features typical of the Dobruja petrophilic steppe (Pontic-Balkan steppe).
Point 15: Inquisitive hares stand on their hind legs to take
a look around. The hare has very keen hearing, poor eyesight
(it can only see well moving objects), and a serviceable sense
of smell, which it uses only to locate food. As Eugen Jianu described it: “It lies curled up in a burrow; you could mistake it for a lump of earth. Pricked-up ears standing
at attention, fast-running legs. Always on the alert,
always wary of its surroundings. Mistrusting everything, fearing all, even its own shadow. Otherwise, not
even fear, nor its many offspring or its speed could
save it from death. I feel pity for it; I’d like it to be free
from so much trouble. And at the same time I hunt it
with a fierce passion,

Point 16: Rare species are Bufoni tenuifolia,
Coronilla scorpioides, Agropyron cristatum ssp.
Brandzae, Silene bupleuroides, Veronica spicata
or Allium inaequale. One unique species in Romania is
Hedysarum grandiflorum which grows on this trail at every
step of the way. The steppe vegetation is well illustrated by Dichanthium ischaemum (Botriochloa ischaemum), a
hardy plant that copes well with drought and grazing alike. Its
strong rhizome enables it to regenerate after drought or grazing.
Also, we can meet Dianthus nardiformis.
Point 17: The towering cliffs provide shelter and nesting
spots for many birds, from the Eastern imperial eagle (Aquila
heliaca) to Montagu’s harrier (Cirucs pygargus), the longlegged buzzard (Buteo rufinus), the European roller (Coracias garrules) and even the Calandra lark (Melanocoryphs
colandra), bouncing from one tree twig to another, started at
our arrival.
Point 18: The name of “Allah Bair” is now used in botanical literature only, as the locals refer to it by the name of “Munţii
Băltăgeşti” (Băltăgeşti mountains), as the village of Băltăgeşti,
to the south, is the closest to hill. The hill is part of the Tortoman
plateau and is the highest point in Constanţa county. The name
of Allah Bair is inscribed on the rocks at the altitude of 205 m.
Point 19: The top of the Allah trail is an exceptional

Autor: Marian Paiu

Autor: Angelica Iosif
like everyone else.
Without it, what would be the charm of the golden
autumns and snowy winters of hunting folk?”
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vantage point overlooking the trail and the surrounding hills. Of
course, you can go further down the trail to discover other areas
of outstanding natural beauty.
You can also admire the agricultural land tilled by the villag-

of 2-3 years. The black pine has been treated as a garden tree,
but is used for afforestation of degraded lands near towns and
villages; it is a species of warm climate, Mediterranean, with rare
frosts.
Campanula romanica or Dobruja Bellflower is an endemic, unique species of bellflower that grows only in Romania.
It was discovered by scientist Traian Savulescu in the second
decade of the century XX. It has numerous strains with 4 – 5
branches, 10-40 cm high, straight or sometimes lying at the base,
raised from a thick rhizome.
Campanula romanica is listed in IUCN red list of threatened plants as “vulnerable”. The flowers form a narrow bell
with a length of 8-10 mm, pale or bluish purple. Campanula
romanica grows on rocky land, being a saxicolous element that
occupies the cracks of the calcareous rocks, where some soil
accumulated. They also grow well on gravel coming from disintegration of rocks, where it forms clumps of about one meter in
diameter.

Autor: Peter Lengyel
ers, or enjoy the harvest if you’re visiting in early
autumn.
Point 20: One famous feature is the loess
ravine area. It may be visited, but extreme caution
is needed because the area is hazardous. The
greatest gully, called “The Deep Ravine”, is actually the result of a spectacular loess landslide.
Description of the main species found
in this
protected area

Sursa foto: www.mybiosis.info

Pinus nigra, the European black pine is a moderately variable species of pine, occurring across southern Mediterranean Europe from Spain to the Crimea, in Asia Minor and
on Corsica/Cyprus, and in the high mountains of the Maghreb
in North Africa. Pinus nigra is a large coniferous evergreen
tree, growing to 50 meters tall at maturity. Its wood is grayish
brown color. The leaves (“needles”) are thinner and more flexible in western populations and they have a length of 15 cm and
are grouped by two. Cones are oval, with a length up to 10 cm.
The seeds are dark grey, 6–8 mm long, with a yellow-buff wing
20–25 mm long; they are wind-dispersed when the cones open
from December to April.
Cone maturation is biennial, with a fructifications periodicity

Is a symbol species of Măcin Mountains and Dobruja.
Potentilla emilii-popi is native to Bulgaria and Romania. It is a perennial plant with 1-3 floriferous stems and often
with sterile leaf bundles at the base. Stems are 15-35 cm tall
and covered by white hairs, very long. All the leaves are on the
top almost green, and the bottom is covered with brushy hairs
both long and short, glandular. The petals are pale yellow, almost
equal to or longer than the sepals and blooms from May to June.
Potentilla emilii-popi is listed on Annex II of the Habitats Directive and under Appendix I of the Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats (Bern Convention).
Bufoni tenuifolia is a plant that reaches 20 cm, with
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cetaceans leaves and flowers with petals small, measuring half
the length of sepals. This is a rare species for Romania, which
occurs mainly in the steppe and forest steppe. It can develop and
on eroded pastures on skeletal soils.
At Coronilla scorpioides leaves are simple, deciduous and can reach a height between 10 and 40 cm. It prefers
steppe areas, namely dry places.

chicory leaves are usually bitter. Their bitterness is appreciated in
certain cuisines, such as in the Liguria and Puglia regions of Italy
and also in Catalonia (Spain), in Greece and in Turkey. Chicory
has a wide spread in pastures and meadows, uncultivated places, roadsides, railways and ditches, along the rivers.
Chicory is a plant species of 40-150 cm height, with developing root systems, long and thin (0-150 cm long, 1-3 cm thick),
light colored. Chicory strain is fiber, branched, bearing small leaves and rare. The chicory inflorescences bear ligulate flowers
blue, rarely pink or white.
Inula ensifolia is a perennial herb with thick rhizomes,

Sursa foto:http://www.bgflora.net/families/
poaceae/dichanthium/dichanthium_ischaemum/dichanthium_ischaemum_2.html
Agropyron cristatum ssp. Brandzae is a rare species for the flora of Romania,
which reaches up to 60 cm in height.
Steppe vegetation is strongly represented by Dichanthium ischaemum, plant highly resistant to both drought and grazing. With a strong rhizome, it can regenerate pretty
intense, both after a long drought of summer and after grazing.
Common chicory, Cichorium intybus, is a somewhat woody, perennial herbaceous plant usually with bright
blue flowers, rarely white or pink. The cultivated chicory plant
has a history reaching back to ancient Egyptian time. Medieval
monks raised the plants and when coffee was introduced to Europe, the Dutch thought that chicory made a lively addition to the
bean drink.
Nowadays, common chicory root is a popular coffee substitute and aerial parts are used for medicinal or culinary. Wild
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Sursa: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Cichorium_intybus-alvesgaspar1.jpg

horizontal
branching. The strain is 10-40 cm tall, bladed, finished with a
single inflorescence. Leaves are linear, nerved.
The name Inula was already used by the Romans and derived from Helen of Troy fame.
Thymus zygioides is a small plant with stems lying
on the ground and floriferous branches laterally arranged. Upper
leaves are linear, 5-15 mm long, to the top flattened and rounded.
Lower leaves are partially overlapping. Lilac white flowers have a
long corolla of 5 mm. Grows on rocky land.
Dianthus nardiformisis, a perennial species, resistant to drought, with low height and flowers coloured in shades

of pale pink to violet. Very rarely, one can see a white version. It
usually blossoms in June-August, but we can also find it in the
second half of May, to late in November.
The flower grows at the end of several small strains, of 3-6
cm. It has approximately 2 cm in diameter. It is composed of 5
petals, serrated at the tip and hairy at the base. Towards the inside, the petals present dark points or small lines, forming a circle.
This is a rare, vulnerable plant, which only grows in Romania
and Bulgaria. It prefers rocky soils, with a calcareous substrate.
In Romania, it grows in the Carpathians, as well as in Dobruja
Mountains.
The pheasant’s eye, spring pheasant’s eye,
yellow pheasant’s eye or false hellebore (Adonis vernalis) is a protected plant. It is also called the Easter
Flower. It is a medicinal plant which grows in plain areas, but also
on calcarous soils, on sunny hillsides, pastures and hills. The leaves are thin, similar to those of dill. Its flowers are big (they reach
6-8 cm) and yellow-gold. The fruit is a polly-achene.
The legends say that the tears that dropped from Jesus’
eyes, while he was on the cross, transformed in these beautiful
yellow flowers.
Red fox (Vulpes vulpes) is the largest of the true
foxes and the most geographically spread member of the Carnivora. Red fox is part of the family Canidae, with dog, wolf, jackal,
raccoon, etc. Although in most areas of the world is found in the
color we all know that is red, it can be quite varied coloring from
red to yellow-gray. Fox is a nocturnal, solitary that is active in the
night. Day sleeps and leaves the burrow at night to hunt. When
is hungry or need to feed litters, dare to come out and during the
day in order to find food. Also, the fox can be seen during the day,
during mating. As in the case of other animals, fox designate a
territory larger or smaller depending on the source of food and its
ability to defend it.
Red foxes are omnivores with a highly varied diet. They primarily feed on small, mouse-like rodents like voles, mice, ground
squirrels, hamsters, gerbils, woodchucks, pocket gophers and
deer mice. Red foxes readily eat plant material and in some areas, fruit can amount to 100% of their diet in autumn.
The Eastern Four-lined Ratsnake (Elaphe
quatuorlineata sauromates) is one of the biggest snakes
in Romania large snake, sometimes reaching 2,6 meters. The
head and the tail are elongated, and the snout is obtuse. The
pupil is round, and the nostril is situated between the nasal and
post-nasal. The rostra is wider than tall, the frontal side is shorter
than the parietal. It has a big pre-ocular and a small sub-ocular.
It has 2-3 post oculars, 5 or 7 temporal and 8 (rarely 9) supralabials. It has 24 (rarely 23 or 27) weakly hulled dorsal scales,
disposed in a transversal row. It has 195-234 ventral plates, 5690 sub-caudals and its anal part is whole or devised.
The Eastern Four-lined Ratsnake is usually
dark brown or a reddish brown, on a yellowish background. The
color of the head is often dark brown, with a dark line starting

from the corner of its muzzle, characteristic to most species of
the Elaphe genre.
On the dorsal part of the body there are four longitudinal
rows of big brown spots, which is the main reason why this snake
is called the Four-Lined snake.
This reptile lives in steppe regions and is known as a good,
not very fast climber. Its nutrition consists of rodents, birds and
some lizards, which it hunts and kills by strangulation. It rarely
bites, usually only when it is captured.
Elaphe sauromates is protected by Law 13 of 1993,
by which Romania ratified the Berne Convention, the European
Directive 92/43/EEC, Law 462/20001 on protected natural areas,
natural habitats, wild flora and fauna and Natura 2000.
The European Hare (Lepus europaenus) is
one of the largest living lagomorphs. Its head and body length
can range from 60 to 70cm with a tail length of 7 to 13 cm. The
body mass can range from 4 to 4.5 kg. The fur colour is grizzled
yellow-brown on the back; rufous on the shoulders, legs, neck
and throat; white on the underside and black on the tail and ear
tips. The European hare’s fur does not turn completely white in
the winter,[13] although the sides of the head and base of the ears
do develop white areas. Females give birth after a gestation period of 42 days, 2-4 litters, rarely 6. From spring to fall, gives birth
to 3-5 generations.
It feeds exclusively on plants, grasses, stems, leaves, buds,
bark of trees or young trees. After 6-7 days of lactation, litters leave the couch and look for their own food. In freedom they reach
the age of 7-8 years, 9-10 years in captivity.
The Eastern Imperial Eagle (Aquila heliaca) is
a large species of bird of prey of the order Falconiformes. The
Eastern Imperial Eagle is a large eagle with a length of 72–90 cm
(28–35 in), a wingspan of 1.8–2.16 m. Pairs are monogamous
and every year they return to the old nest. It is placed on top of a
tree, very visible. It uses the thick branches of the tree as a base,
covering the holes with grass and feathers from their bodies. The
female lays usually two eggs (rarely three or four). Incubation
lasts 43 days, after which appear white chicks, of which only the
strongest will get to leave the nest, others dying before. They
fly for the first time in two months and in winter migrates alone,
seeking pair for next summer. In freedom lives about 21 years,
and in captivity can reach up to 44.
The Eastern Imperial Eagle is a vulnerable species in all
their area of distribution being endangered in Europe. The situation has improved somewhat since Imperial Eagle was declared
a protected species.
The Montagu’s Harrier (Circus pygargus) is part of the
Falconiformes Order and Accipitridae Family.
The characteristics of this family are the strong, massive,
bent and sharp beak; the maxillary bents even from the basis
of the beak, forming a continuous semicircle until the tip. The
nostrils are sometimes covered in feathers; its fingers are very
strong, armed with hard, sharp claws. Females are always larger
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Common Buzzard (Buteo buteo vulpinus),
but Long-legged Buzzards have longer
wings and are more like Rough-Legged
buzzards or even a small Aquila eagle.
They feed on small animals they catch
them on the ground. When slipping through the air easily holds its wings raised, but
left off at the elbow.

Sursa: http://www.dutchbirding.nl/news.php?id=742
than male specimens. They hunt in plains and agricultural lands,
early in the morning or in the evening. They mostly attack the
common quail, small mammals, lizards, frogs and large insects.
This is a common brooding bird, which nestles in marshes,
meadows, crops and young conifer plantations.
Long-legged Buzzard (Buteo rufinus) it is similar in
appearance to the Rough-legged Buzzard (Buteo lagopus), but it is larger and more robust. This is one of
the largest species of Buteo. It is part of the order: Accipitriformes, family Accipitridae. They are mediumsized raptors and are often seen hovering. There
are many different colour forms, but usually Longleggeds have a clear orange tint to the plumage,
red or orange tail, pale head and largely white underwings. There is usually a distinctive black carpal
patch and dark trailing edge to the wing. The rump
and “trousers” are often dark or deep rufous. Plumage varies from ghostly pale individuals to very dark
ones. Some plumages are almost similar to those of
the Steppe Buzzard, the eastern subspecies of the

The European Roller (Coracias
garrulus) is the only member of the roller family of birds to breed in Europe. It is a bird of warm,
dry, open country with scattered trees, preferring
lowland open countryside with patches of oak
Quercus forest, mature pine Pinus woodland
with heathery clearings, orchards, mixed farmland,
river valleys, and plains with scattered thorny or
leafy trees. It winters primarily in dry wooded savanna and bushy plains, where it typically nests in

tree holes.
After morphological appearance,
bird

Sursă:http://ibc.lynxeds.
com/photo/long-leggedbuzzard-buteo-rufinus/
perched-bird
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Sursa:http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Coracias_
garrulus_am.jpg
must not be confused with other species
of medium-sized birds (31 cm). Head,
upper chest and abdomen as well as
wings are covered with green feathers.
The back of the bird is brown. The bird
has a strong black beak. Females have
a pale color than the male, and youth is
generally brown. Bird’s nest is usually
near the water, where is digging galleries
in the shores. It is an active bird in day,
her main food is insects, amphibia, small

reptiles that lurk and only during migration consumes vegetables
(especially fruits).
Calandra Lark Melanocorypha colandra is
found mainly in the Southeast is the largest species of lark from

Sursa: http://birds.
nature4stock.
com/?page_id=630

Romania. This is a bird of open cultivation and steppe. Its nest is
on the ground, with 4–5 eggs being laid. The song is like a slower
version of that of the Skylark, so musical to human ears that the
Calandra Lark was formerly a popular cagebird in its range. It is
mentioned in, for instance, the Tuscan proverb “Canta come
una calandra”, he or she sings like a lark, and the Spanish
ballad “Romance del prisionero”, where its song is the only
way the prisoner knows when day breaks. In captivity, babies can
learn many songs of other birds that reproduce with a strong voice. The main wintering place is in northeast Africa.
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